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FOREWORD

By Rodney Oennys, Somerset Hera Id of Arms

-r

The number of people who acquire on interest in hero Idry grows
steadily every yeer. Those of us who get rea lIy hooked on it tend to become
more and more interested in its origins. The origins and development of the
royal arms of England are for many of us a rtlturol subject for enquiry, not
only because they hove played a key p:nt in the politics and dynastic ambitions
of the rulers of this country, but 0150 because they illustrate, as few other
e:Jrly arms do, the philosophy of heraldry and the ways in which it w~s developed in ih; early, for~tive years.

Although all armorists would subscribe to the view expressed by Sir
Anthony W<Jgner, now Clarenceux King of Arms, that true heroldry follows a
set of systematic rules generally recognised throughout Western Europe, and
that such armorial devices descend hereditarily, there was a period, mainly
covering the twelfth century, during which armorial practice was much more
fluid, what one might call the period of proto-heraldry. In this book Adrian
Ailes throws much new light onto this twilight period before the down of
systemat ised hera Idry.
like a II human institutions hera Idry did not emerge, Iike Aphrodite,
fully grown and of perfect shope, but developed over a period of time, to
meet contemporary needs.
I am inclined to think thot ganfunons and bonners
come first, for there is evidence that flogs of one kind or another were used in
battle from about the time thot men first learnt to fight in formation. Clearly
these would not have been armorial, in the accepted sense of the tenn, although a particular king or commander would tend to use the some flog during
his lifetime, as his followers would hove got used to it. There are grounds
for thinking that heraldry emerged into Q more comprehensible form around
1100, and devices which were used for bonners could conveniently be adopted
for shields, and shortly afterwords on seals.

Mr. Ailes has mede skilful use of the slender sources available to us,
which have been interpreted differently by practice lIy every person who writes
about the subject, but he makes a strong case for his view of the design of the
arms of the Kings of England during the twelfth century. Iv\aybe we sholl find
a solution to the problem of whether Richard I used on his shield one lion or two
in some contemporary Arab chronicle, for one would expect Saladin and his
commanders to toke a keen interest in the armorial emblems used by their enemies.
Much of the moteriol in this book is new or, at any rate, has seldom been used
in this context beFore, and Mr . Ailes' careful research on this most important,
formative period of English armory has put us all in his debt.
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iNTRODUCTION
For many centuries the question of the origins of the royal arms of
England has attracted a wide range of writers, from heralds to amateur enthusiasts.
The result has been a diverse mixture of accounts ranging from the
scholarly to the purely fictitious.
The royal arms, as is the case with all
heraldry, have come to be surrounded by countless legends; indeed, the fanciful and the fabulous hove become as much a port of the subject as colour.
This rather romantic approach to the subiect has been kept alive
p:ntly by the notion that coots of arms ore a sort of sign language - thatheraldry
is 'the shorthand of history'. Thus, for example, it was for many years believed
that the royal arms of England, Gules, three lions passcnt guordant or, 1 were
originally composed of the two lions of Normandy to which Henry II (11541189) added the single lion of Aquitaine in honour of his wife, Eleanor. This
explanation appears credible until we discover that neither Eleanor nor any of
her predecessors ,in the duchy ofpqu ita ine is known to have ever used the singlelion coot. Henry probably did use two lions passant, but there is no evidence
that he did so specifically as duke of Normandy; he certainly does not seem
to hove ever used the three Iions.

1

Even if the purely fictitious can be quickly dismissed, we are still
left with numerous quasi-scholarly accounts of the early royal arms. As early
as the mid-thirteenth century the chronicler tvbtthew Paris attributed the three
I ions coat (first used in 1195) to a II the kings of England since 1066.
He even
attributed heraldic devices to the pre-Conquest Saxon kings.
And yet true
heraldry, defined by one modern writer as the systematic use of hereditary
devices centred upon the shield, did not appear until the second quarter of the
twelfth century . Later, in the fifteenth century, the $ogittary device was
attributed, again without foundation, to King Stephen (1135-1154), and in
the following century Sir Henry Spelman first put forward the erroneous view,
which has since been often repeated, that Richard I (1189-1199) initially used
two lions combatant for his arms.
Even in the nineteenth century men still
believed that Geoffrey Plontagenet, father of Henry II, adopted his planta
genista badge for the reason that, having committed some dreadful crime , he
had himself flagellated with birches of that plant and wore it in his helmet as
a sign of penance and humility . 2
Fortunate Iy, the present century has witnessed a much more scholarIyapproach to heraldry in general, particularly with the works of Oswald
Barron, D.l. Galbreath, H.S. London, P. Adam-Even, G<:!rard Brault, and
especially Sir Anthony Wagner.
Nevertheless, except for london's brief
account of the Roya I Beasts, 3 these writers have hardly touched upon the
royal arms, still less on their origins .
In short, there is no thoroughly researched, modern account of the English royal arms, particularly with respect
to their origins. 4
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The same is sadly true as regards all twelfth-century heraldry. Our
knowledge of that subiect is somewhat similar to our knowledge of castles one
hundred years ago. While in the lost century there was a concerted attempt
to bose our knowledge of early heraldry 'on facts', 5 aport from some notable
studies deriving their evidence from contemporary Old French literature, there
is still no scholarly work (at least not for England) on the heraldry of that
period. 6
This major gap in our understanding of the emergence of heraldry
must obviously be reflected in any study of the royal arms down to 1199. The
result has been that their origins and development have been treated in isolation whereas in practice they cannot be fully understood except within the much
wider context of the origins and development of all twelfth-century heraldry.
Far example, it has been argued by some that Henry II used two lions passant
not in this instance because he was duke of Normandy, but for the reason that
two of those whom he had knighted a Iso used these arms, and it was the practice, so it is said, that newly-dubbed knights adopted or adapted the arms of
their patron-in-chivalry. But one may wonder how widespread that heraldic
custom was and, indeed, whether it ever existed in the early Middle Ages.
It is also true to say that the rise of heraldry, including the royal
arms, has not in its turn been studied in the more general historical context.
Why were heraldry and the royal arms twelfth-century phenomena? What
effect did, say, feudalism or the Crusades have upon shield devices? Would
the suggested partitions of the so-called 'Angevin Empire', or the death of the
heir-apparent in 1183, have affected the arms of Henry II's sons?
Thus,
hero'dry and the roya I arms need to be studied in the Iight of both genera I
heraldic trends and twelfth-century events.
It is therefore hoped that Part
of the present study will provide the background necessary for a fuller understanding of the origins and development of the royal arms.
Not on Iy is there a dearth of good scholarly works on early royo I
heraldry, but evidence from primary sources is also very sparse.
For instance,
none of the royol sea Is between 1066 and 1189 is armaria I. Moreover, of the
half dozen or so twelfth-century armorial seals of immediate members of the
English royol house only one belongs to on heir-apparent, namely that of ..hhn,
Lord of Ireland and Count of Mortain, and that has been repeatedly misdated.
A tentative search, therefore, has been made here of as much primary material
as possible, including seals, manuscript illumination, chronicles and literary
evidence, and some administrative records. But even after such a search the
evidence is still scanty, so that while strong possibilities can be suggested (for
example, that Henry" used two lions possontL absolute certainty as to the
definite origin of the English royal arms remains impossible.
Before going any further it will be useful here to dispose immediately
of one source of confusion. The royo I arms of England have often been referred to as the leopards of England. 7 The term is taken from the thirteenth
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century, when it was believed that a lion wos drawn with the head in profile,
and the some beast with its head turned full face (or guardant) was a leopard;
s ince leofXIrds were normally depicted as passont, the lions passant guardant of
England were seen to fulfil all the requirements of being leopards and therefore
soon came to be labelled as such. Moreover, in 1235, as Matthew Paris relates, the Emperor Frederick II sent Henry 111 three leopards and not Iians in
recognition of his brother-in-Iaw ' s shield. However f even the astute Paris was
unsure of the exact nature of the beasts displayed upon the royal arms.
Sometimes he co lied them a 'lion', sometimes a 'leopard' f sometimes 0 'I ion or
leopard'. 8
Furthermore, since Paris' day, the leopard proper, that is the
mone-Iess, spotted creature of nature, has become on heraldic charge in its
own right, so it is now better to avoid a needless confusion by describing the
.
beasts of the roye I arms as lions and not leopards.

,
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Chapter 1

HERALDRY, THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

.
'

Few subiects have engJged so much
attention and led ta such a variety of
investigations and opinions as the origin
of armories. The commencement of
their use has been referred to various
eras and countries, not excepting the
most one ient and the most remote .
Article on 'Heraldry', Rees CycloPJedia
(1819 edition)
Theories as to the origin of hera Idry - the answers to the questions,
where? and when? - still abound. Doubtless, the dim and distant ancestors
of heraldry can be traced bock to the military ensigns and personal emblems
of the rulers of Sumeria, Assyria, and Upper and lower Egypt. 1 Nevertheless, there can be little question of these remote symbols having been responsible for, or having influenced, the rise of heraldry in the Middle Ages. The
significance of any emblematic devices that hod survived the oorrenness of the
Dark Ages (except perhaps for the Imperio I Eagle and certain dragon devices )
hod long been lost in the mists of antiquity.
Isolated and obscure references
in classical literature to even hereditary shield devices must have aroused
little if any interest in the medieval mind; their relevance was a thing of the
past . 2 Personal and tribal emblems might therefore ex tend bock to the very
dawn of civilisation, but heraldry as we know it had at no time ex isted before
the second quorter of the twe lfth century.
The essential elements that can be said to make up heraldry, however, had all existed in connection with shield devices for many centuries beforehand, though obviously separate from one another. These elements are
decoration, association and identification with a person or a group, recognition,
and hereditability. It was only in the more favourable conditions of twelfthcentury, western Europe that they were first able to combine and blossom so
profusely into what we know as heraldry. The growth and development of
heraldry was thus closely bound up with the growth and development of the
twelfth-century, feudo I soc iety from wh ich it sprung .
Before examining that society it is worth taking a cl oser 'oo k ,.;r: ese essential elements .

-,

DeGoration
SinGe time immemorial there has been a universal desire amongst
men (and women) to decorate their surroundings if not also themselves .
Whether for aesthetic or bellicose reasons, decoration lies at the very root of
twelfth-century heraldic bearings, as it does at the very root of the emblems
of, for example, the Ancient World or the New World of the Americas. 3
In his Conquest of Gaul, Julius Caesar noticed that 'all the Britons dye their
bodies with woad, which produces a blue colour, and this gives them a more
terrifying appearance in battle' . 4 William of iVolmesbury in the twelfth
century noted that the English at the time of the Norman Conquest gaily
tattooed their bodies; old habits die hard, particularly it seems in Britain. 5
There is little doubt that heraldry in its strictest sense was originally
concerned with warfare, with arms and armour; it was, after all, given birth
by a society org:mised for war. 6 Shields would often be decorated for bellicose reasons; the emblems portrayed posed a terrifying spectacle to the enemy,
or were suggestive of strength and courage. The chronicler Gerold of Wales,
when comparing the eleg:mt fleur de Iys of the more chivalrous French kings
with the lions and leopards of the (in his mind) wretched sons of the English
king, Henry II, wrotp' soon after tv\agna Carta that,
Whereas other princes, wishing to be likened among
men in their apparel to fierce and devouring beasts, such as
bears, leopards and lions, display them painted on their arms
(in armis) and bonners as an index of their ferocity, these men
a lone .•. mark and adorn their shields and banners, as well
as their other armour, with only the simple fleurs de Iys . 7
Gerold of Wales was correct in pointing out that amongst the ruling families
of Europe the gentle fleur de Iys device was indeed exceptional. The Romans
had made use of the terrifying aspects of the eagle and dragon. The Danes
used the black roven emblem, a ghastly sight, whkh on its fluttering flag
seemed almost alive. And the rulers of England, Scotland, Wales, Denmark,
Norway, leon, Flanders, and Saxany all subsequently adopted some form of
lion device.
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Fig. 1

Death of Harold beside his Dragon Standard
(Taken from th e Bayeux Tapestry)

The Bayeux Tapestry affords ample evidence of shield and lance
decoration . Produced in the l070s the Tapestry reflects what must have been
the popular shield decoration and devices of the time. 8 There is nothing to
suggest that any of these devices were heraldic, although it is just conceivab le
tha t some of them may have had som e personal significance . 9

.
.

The process of shield decoration continued right up to, and considerablyoverlapped, the advent of heraldry proper in the second quarter of
the twelfth century .
In the well known chanson de gesfe, The Song of
Roland (written down in about 1100) both the Pagans and the Frank ish army
carry decorated shields, some emblazoned with bright flowers, others a quartiers
of red and azure, or red and white . 10 Iv\anuscript illumination from the first
half of the twelfth century reveals on increasingly more consistent approach to
shield decorat ion with the use of simple geometric patterns, so that br 1150
shields were being painted in a manner very similar to true heraldry. 1 Shield
decoration was thus beginning to conform to certain new tastes.
It was still
simply decoration, whether its purpose was aesthetic or the intimidation of the
enemy, but it was beginning ta follow certain guidelines, and was doubtless
being influenced by the growing importance attached to the shield as a means
of recagnition.
Imperceptibly, new shapes and designs with a new order about
them were overlapping and competing with the previously random and unsystematic
shield patterns that can, for instance, be seen on the Bayeux Tapestry, and,
moreover, were beginning to supersede them.
Association
N hether or not a man chose to use one device on one day and
,.. .... ? ther day, his emblazoned shield, or rather shiek~ ~o ": .;-.;!:'
2 ,~

inevitably come to be associated with him. like decoration, personal marks
or symbols can be h"aced back to the Ancient World. Engraved seals bearing
their individual master's distinctive stamp and indicative of his personal identity
and ownership were in use in the late fourth millenium befae Christ, long before
the invention of writing. The ancient goddess~ Athena, for example, can be
easily identified on many Greek vases and coins by her familiar owl emblem;
the Norse god, freyr, was clearly associated with his boar device, and there
are numerous other examples from before the advent of heraldry.
Flags and standards were a particularly useful means of display, and
in time came to be closely associated with their owner a owners, sometimes
taking on on almost magical importance. The military units of the Romans
venerated their eagle standards, which symbolised both their permanence and
their reputations. The Vikings flew aloft their black raven, which, greedy
for carrion, was said to flap its wings gaily, but if defeat were dose would
hang motionless. 12 Uther Pendragon, King of the Britons, took his cognomen
from his dragon device, which his son, the legenoory King Arthur, is also said
to ha'/e adopted in the sixth century . 13 Although both the Normans and the
English used dragon emblems at Hastings.. Duke William was personally associated with his Papal Banner, 14 and Harold with his standard of the Fighting
Mon. 15 In 1124 louis VI, amid much ceremony, took the sacred Oriflamme
banner from the a ltar of the abbey church of Sa int-Den is to be h is symbol ic
standard in the defence of the French people against a threatened German
invasion.
Stancklrds then have clearly been important from the earliest times.
The Anglo Saxon chronicler, Bede, mentions that in the seventh century wherever
Edwin, King of Nathumbria, rode in the land 'the royal stancbrd known as a
Tufa ... was borne before him'; this Tufa or Tuf may have been the personal
standard of the Bretwaldo, the overlord ruler of the several English kingdoms. 16
In battle the leader would often stand near, or ride close by, his personal
banner (figs. 1 and 6). Henry II's Constable, Henry of Essex, was to pay dearly
for having flung down the royal standard when attempting to escape from the
Welsh in 1157. 17 Standard-bearers themselves (signifer a vexillifer) were
important as well as privileged men, and were often mentioned by nome in the
chronicles. 18 As in Classical times, the loss of the standard was considered
utterly shamefu~ 19 and often its capture led to terrible confusion and sometimes disaster.
Whenever a town was taken the banners of the victors
were immediately raised high above the city walls as an indication to all of
those entitled to a shore of the loot. 21 As early as the eleventh century bonners
were used as signs of a truce or neutrality, and as such needed to be clearly
recognisable by both sides. 22 Often enfeoffment to various lands and lordships was outwardly expressed by investing the knight with the appropriate
territorial banner. Thus, in 1172, the duchy of Aquitaine was conferred upon
the future king Richard by means of the ducal standard . 23

24
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As increasing importance was being :::ttoched to standards and banners, so the devices that were beginning to be displayed on them become more
and Tlore important. One of the most important functions of such flags was as
rallying points. This w'Js particularly so in the case of those standards fixed
into the ground, or set up high on tall masts mounted on wagons, under which
men in the fierce heot of bottle could find refuge or regroup. 24 Clearly, such
standards had to be easily distinguishable and well known to the whole army.
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries tenants-in-chief, obeying their
feudal summons to the king's host, would bring with them a specified number of
knights. These knights would hove co:ne together under the one bonner that
served both as their lord's personal mark of identification :;md as the military
ensign of his particular unit.
Each of these units or contingents would h:Jve
been conscious of a sense of unity, perhaps having trained together in thesome
household. 25 In order to reflect this unity they might use pennants or shields
of one fXJrticular colour. 26 Or, as their immediate lord began consistently
to use a fXJrticular emblem, so h is followers, in order to express their association with him or with his territorial lordships or family, would repeat orslightly
vary on their own shields and standards this same device. 27
In 1167, for
example, William Marshal, one day to oct as regent of England, was a member
of the Tancarville household in Normandy and repeated his feudal lord's arms
on his own shield. 28

A device associated with on individual or his lands might ot first be
only quasi-heraldic in nature appearing on seals or coins, or even as a purely
decorative or symbolic emblem on a shield. 29 Often these devices, regardless of whether they were placed on shields, were given on hereditary use,
particularly if they were a pun on the family nome. The wheat-sheaves of
the Campdaveines, 30 Counts of St Pol, first appear on the coins of the counts
between 1083 and 1130. 31 loter they appear strewn across the field of the
count's seal (1141-50), 32 before finally becoming heraldic in the full sense of
the word by being placed on a shield (in 1162)33 that was subsequently handed
down from father to son (figs. 2-5). 34

Fig. 2

Seal of CO!lnt Enguerrand CampdaJ'eine (1141 - 1150)
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Figs. 3 & 4

Fig. 5

Seal and COunteTseai of Count Anselm
Camptiaveine (11 62)

CounteTseal a/Hugh Campdaveine (1223)

Another hereditary seal device from the twelfth century was the
griffin preying upon on elephant of the Oe Redvers, earls of Devon. The first
earl, 8c Idwin (d. 1155),35 his sons, Richard, the second earl (d. 1162) 36 and
William de Vernon, the fifth earl (d.12l7), 37 and his grandson Baldwin, the
th ird earl (d. 1188) 38 01 I used th is some design on their seals, though there is
no evidence that they ever bore it on their shields.
loter, in the thirteenth
century, the family adopted the more conventional device of a lion rampant,
which soon came to be recognised as the heraldic arms of the De Redvers. 39
Perhaps the most famous associative device or badge to become
hereditary, and, like the Campdaveine's wheat-sheaves, to later become
heraldic by being placed on a shield, is the fleur de Iys of the French kin!;J5.
This famous flower surmounts the sceptre held by Henry 1 (1031-1060) on his
royal seal, and appears as an emblem in its own right on the great seals of
louis VII (1137-1180) and his son Philip Augustus (1180-1223) where it is held
in the king's right hancL The badge also appears on coins under louis VI
(1108-1137) and in a quasi-heraldic fashion on the counterseals of louis VII
and Philip. 40 The latter is known to have bome the device as on heraldic
coot, 41 thoufh its first known appearance as such on a seal of the sovereign
is in 1223. 4
Thus, from a purely deca-otive emblem that had come to be
closely associated with the ruling family, the Fleur de Iys blossomed into a
personal hereditary device which in its turn came to be depicted on the shield
and so was entered into the rolls of armorial bearings .
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Recognition

L

'A man in full armour was unrecognizable. So each man wore a
distinctive coot by which he could be recognized over his armour. This was
called his "coot of arms".' 43 If it were as simple as this then all that would
be needed to pinpoint the birth of hera Idry would be to discover at whot moment
in history '0 man in full armour was unrecognizable'. True heraldic devices
emerged in the second quarter of the twelfth century; yet the need for recognition in bottle went bock much further than this. Both Edmund Ironside in
1016 44 and William the Conqueror in 1066 45 were forced at particular stages
in their respective bottles to take off their helmets and declare that they we re
still very much a live and in command. The need for recognition, therefore,
cannot alone explain the rise of heraldry in the twelfth century; nevertheless,
it was still an essential ingredient in its origin and development.

Fig. 6

Duke William dolls his helmet in order to be recognized
Beside him is his standard~bearer.
(From the Bayeux Tapestry)

The employment of professiona I mounted warriors, or knights as
they were called, from the ninth century onwards resulted in very much more
expensive and sophisticated armour. The mail hauberk covered the body
d~·.... n to the knees, while the head came to be surrounded with a moil coif
surmounted by a nasal helmet (fig.6). · Only th~ eyes and cheeks were plainly"
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visible; even the chin was covered by a ventoil to protect the throat and neck.
In the closing decades of the twelfth century the barrel, or pot, helm completely covered the head (fig.B). The poet Wace, in his description of the Battle
of Hastings, though no doubt he is reflecting his own contemporary society of
the first half of the twelfth century, conveniently summed up the special role
that recognition played in the development of heraldry when he wrote that,

The kn;ghts had ••...
Shields on their necks, lances in their hands,
And all had made cog'tizonces (conoissonces)
That one Norman would recognize another
So that in the contention
Norman would not kill Norman
Nor one Norman strike another. 46

A favourite motif of twelfth-century literature is the irony caused
by two knights not being able to recognise one another. In the Old French
romance Yvain, written in about 1177 by that rem:lrkable court paet Chrlttien
de Troyes, two of King Arthur's knights, Yvain and Gawain, dea I each other
mortal blows while locked in single combat. 47 When their identities are
eventually revealed, each is stricken with ",ief for having sought the death
of a close friend; the author had earlier remarked that Yvain was so well encased in armour that even those who knew him perfectly could not recognise
him . 48
By Stephen's reign (1135) recoglition by means of standards and
shields must have been commonplace. 49 According to the contemporary
chronicler Orderic Vitalis, after the Sottle of Bremule in 11 19 Peter of Maule
and others, fleeing from the battle, 'threw away their cognizances (cognitiones) in order to avoid recognition'. Orderic also describes how, in a bottle
loter tha t year, Ra Iph the Breton, defending the town of Breueuil aga iost the
forces of King Louis, 'hurried from gate to gate, frequently changing his arms
(~) to avoid recognition'. 50
Thus, even before the advent of heraldry, knig,ts were being increasingly recognised by means of their painted shields. The difference, however, between these shield devices and true heraldry was that they were not
yet heritable devices carefully passed down throug, the generations and jeo lously guarded by the families concerned. Indeed, such designs could be altered
or completely changed according to their owner's will. In the meantime,
therefore, it was still necessary to use means of identification other than shield
designs alone. In 1051 Geoffrey Martel, Count of Anjou, begging a fight
with the young Duke William of Normandy, described to the latter's envoys
not only what sort af shield he would carry but also his horse and clothing so
that William might recognise him . 51 The Duke's messengers in turn, described what sort of accoutrements their master was accustomed to wear in
battle. On the Bayeux Tapestry William is given no consistent shield devicei
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it was his face and voice that his soldiers recognised in bottle, not his shield.
Often, it was only the individual war-cries of the opposing armies, such as
the Frankish 'tv\ountjoiet' mentioned in The Song of Roland, that distinguished
friend from foe. 52

{'

At the same time as painted shields were becoming increasingly
used as a means for recognition, ossociative devices, such as the wheat-sheaves
of the Campc:lcveines, were becoming more and more permanent in nature and
not surprisingly were beginning to be repeated on banners and shields as visual
expressions of personal and family pride. The broad flat surface of the
smaller, heater-shaped shield, unencumbered by the central boss of the old,
kite-shaped shield, readily lent itself to these painted designs. 53 Because
of their permanent nature these emblems soon came to be regarded as a very
obvious means for the identification of their masters in battle. This may have
first become apparent from their use on bonners, which, high above the host,
could easily be discerned from a distance. 54 Those knights without a distinctive shield design or associative device would have hod to have deliberately
adopted some arbitrary design, perhaps the shield decoration that they had
previously been using, solely for the purposes of their being recognised in
battle. In such cases the design would have had to have been used consistently, and would therefore have often become the established emblem of the
kn ight concerned.
Both banners and shields then were found to be a particularly useful means of recognition (or even deliberate disguise). 55 However, often a
knight become separated from his standard, or the shield might become so
heavily pynished in battle as to render the devices upon it scarcely recognisable. 56 A further means of identification, therefore, become increasingly popular - the crest. Again it was probably in the first place a purely
decorative device to which new importance came to be attached. 57 Initially,
crests appear to have consisted of painted designs on thin plates, often fonshaped, surmounting the helmet. 58
One such early crest, that of

Fig. 7

Seal of Baldwin, Count of F1anders (1197)
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Richard I (1195), was decorated with its owner's famous lion device (fig. 18).
The first known modelled crest appears in 1197, and again is that of a lion
(fig.7).59 Such toll devices towering above the m~lee either on the battlefield or in the tournament could be readily discerned from a distance and were
particularly useful for the purposes of recognition if the shield or bonner were
lost. The introouction of the flat-topped, borrel or pot helm, hod therefore
two impartant repercussions for heraldry.
In the first place it made the
wearer totally unrecognisable except for his heraldic device, and secondly it
provided 0 suitable platform for the crest.
Once a knig,t had come to be associated and identified with a
particular shield device by which he might be recognised, it became increasingly essential that he kept to the same design. Casual and indiscriminate
decoration of the shield must have served only to cause confusion. The need
for recognition therefore strongly promoted the consistent use of a particular
design. It was increasingly necessary that even such details as colour and the
number of charges should not be altered. A golden lion rampmt on a red
shield might identify a very different person from the man who bore a golden
lion on a blue shield. Consequently there was a growing system, on increasing
orderliness about what, shortly before, had been haphazard shield decoration.
Hereditability
Heraldry has been defined as 'the systematic use of hereditary
devices centred upon the shield'. 60 Perhaps the most essential element of
heraldry is that it is hereditary, that the same shield design, unaltered, is
passed down from father to son, or from office-holder to office-holder. In th is
respect medieval heraldry can be seen to share the same essential characteristic as the hereditary shield devices of certain families in Athens in the sixth
and fifth centuries before Christ, though the nobili~ of the early Middle Ages
could hardly have been aware of this coincidence. 1
It may be that the hereditary nature of arms owes as much to seal
decoration - those quasi-heraldic, associative devices that were their masters'
signature in peacetime - as it does to shield decoration. The use of seals
was indicative of, and closely connected with, rights of ownership. The
legend of a seal, and to some extent the devices upon toot seal, distinguished
a man as having title to certain lands, castles or offices. On the death of
his father the son would hope to come into his inheritance, and might need
only to change the name on the seal legend to show that he hod stepped into
his father's shoes . The twelfth-century earls of Devon consistently used the
some seal design passing it down from one earl to the next . 62 Sometimes, in
order to prevent confusion, a small but noticeable change in the design of the
seal would be mode; the design would be differenced in some way, a practice
reflected in heraldic shield devices . Nevertheless, the associative nature of
the device was still kept very much in ev idence to show that the links had been
passed on.
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It was nat long before such hereditary associative devices, often borrowed from the se::rl (suc h as the wheat-sheaves o~ the CampooveinesL come to
be repeated on bonners and shields as further, visual displays of their owner 's
Thus heraldic devices containing
entitlement to certain lordships or offices.
this a ll-important element of hereditability were adopted by knigl,ts in the
twelfth century for tw'') reasons . On the one hand, associative devices already
possessing a fixed and hereditary character of their own would be proudly displayed upon the shield, at which point they become heraldic in the full sense
of the word; once centred upon the shield they also took on a new importance
as the indispensable means of their o'Nner's recognition in battle. At the same
time there occurred a second, almost reverse, movement. A ki1ight would be
forced to adopt 0:"'1 ':lrbitrary shield device by which he might be identified on
the hJttlefield. Once chosen he would _"'Ieed to keep to that device, in which
case it would inevitably come to be closely linked with him.
In t ime his
descendants, wishing to express their entitlement to I,is lands and lordships,
w·')uld inherit this associative device, and so it would also become hereditary
and therefore heraldic. Doubtless, both these processes were simultaneous',y
at work on the growth and development of heraldry during the course of the
tw'~ Ifth cen tury .

Decoration, association and identification w;th an individual or
group, recognition and hereditability were the essential components that came
to make up the heraldic bearings that took on such widespread appeal from the
mid-twelfth century onwards.
But if decoration and personal devices can be
traced back to at least the fourth century B.C., if the need for recognition
was glaringly apparent more than a century before the introduction of armorial
bearings, and if family devices were hereditary in Athens some 500 years before the birth of Christ, then the questions that must be osked are what brought
these essential but previously unossimiloted elements together for the first time,
and wny, when this had occurred, did the net result - heraldry - gain such
widespread popularity in the western Europe of the twelfth century?
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Chopter 2

HERALDRY: PRODUCT OF A NEW AGE
Between 1135 and 1155 seols show the
emergence of heraldry in England, France,
Germany, Spain and Italy. This sudden
appearance at one time over so wide a region
prompts the question whether any single cause
for it can be found . From long and learned
discussion no certainty has issued.
A.R. Wagner, Heraldry in England.
Traditionolly the rise of heraldry has been associated with feudalism, the Crusades, and the tournament. On their own these three factors connot provide a totally adequate explanation for the sudden appeal that heraldry
secured in the twelfth century, 1 but in one respect at least they share a common
fundamental reason for the birth of hera Idry - each is concerned with warfare.
Europe in the eleventh and twelfth centuries was a society organised for war,
and true heraldry - those hereditary devices centred upon that vital andcentral
piece of military equipment~ the shield - 'NOS, at least in its)mmediate origins,
very much concerned with 'NOr and military motters . 2
Feuda lism
Feudalism produced two factors basic to the rise of heraldry: the
hereditary fief, and the militarily and sociaJly ~lite closs of knights. Both these
factors firmly established themselves as perrronent fixtures in society during the
first half of the twelfth century. Consequently, by the middle of that century
heraldry too was beginning to make its presence felt among the nobility of
western Europe.
Hereditary fiefs : The break up of the Carolingian Empire in the mid-ninth
century, and the collapse of centro I authority in what is now France, resulted
in families and their dependents turning to their local lord for immediate protection. By paying homage and fealty, the srTXlII man become the vassal of his
new moster, normally owing his lord military service . In return he received
protection and very often either land (later known as a fief or feodum ) on which
to settle or perhaps a place in the lord's household. Although this land had to
be returned to the lord at time of death , gradually the right of the son to succeed to his father's estates became an accepted part of the system.
In Englond all land after the Norman Conquest belonged in the
first instance to the king - there were no estates (known as allods) that were
at the free disposal of their. lord. All land was inalienable and reverted to the
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crown on the death of its possessor. As on the continent, to ovoid rebellion
the heir, on payment of on arbitrary sum known as a relief, was usuallyallowed
to succeed to his fother ' s estates without hindrance . But this was not always
the case. Until the second quarter of the twelfth century (when heraldic bearings first appear ) the hereditary succession of lands in England to all intentsond
purposes depended upon the caprice of the king. Moreover, the fi rst three
Norman kings were loth to recognise the hereditary rights of their barons , and
very often they did their best to interfere in the succession to family lordships ;
Henry I (1100-1135) was especially guilty in this respect. 3 One estimate
suggests that barely more thon half the Anglo-Norman baronies in 1135 hod
descended undisturbed in the mole line since 1086. 4 This probably overestimates the amount of octuol interference that took place, but even so it cannot
be denied that when it come to matters of hereditary succession the Norman
kings were hard ly slow to exercise their powerful, royal prerogative. The
voluntas regis - the will of the king - was the crucial factor in the building up
and maintenance of territorial wealth.
Great estates or lordships could be
forfeited and their lords disseised at the stroke of a royal hand, new men were
'raised from the dust' to positions of undreamt of authority, 5 and on one
occasion the inheritance was passed to a younger son simply because the king
thought he was a 'better knight'. 6
The 'Anarchy' of Stephen's reign (1135-1154), initially sparked
offbya disputed succession within the ruling family, may well have given the
burgeoning aristocracy of the day on opportunity to firmly establish its hereditary rights in specific and unambiguous terms . 7 By 1135 the practice of
granting fiefs ' in heredity' seems to have hardened,S and the barons were obviously willing to wage war in order to ensure that they kept their family lands
and wealth for themsel ves and their heirs . The use of the writ of right in
Henry II 's reign (1154-1189), and perhaps more decisivel y the assize, mort
d'ancestor ( 1176), legally ensured that where possible the heir should succeed
to his father's inheritance . 9 As fiefs, therefore, came to be honded down
from father to son, more and more as a matter of course, so the shield devices
closely associated with both their owners and his family lands and titles were
increasingly passed down through the generations as a visual indication to all
that these men hod successfully come into their rightful inheritance. Only in
th is more stabi Iised climate regarding succession cou Id such dev ices become
truly hereditary and proclaim in bold designs upon the shield the now permanent links between family and fief.
This greater security of feuckd tenure was
alsa reflected in the increasingly hereditary nature of seals, which, since they
were closely connected with (and indeed were indicative of) rights of possession,
likewise came to be more consistently regarded as heritable items to be passed
down by successive generations.
The devices portrayed upan them and emblematic af the family's title to certain fonds and lordships similarly became increasingly hereditary in character, and, if not already the case, very often become
centred upon the shield as the armorial bearings of the family concerned. 10
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Thus the slow development of the security of hereditary tenure was
reflected in the equo lIy slow development of heraldry in eleventh- and twelfthcentury, feuda I society.
If the reign of Henry J and the succession of Stephen
were a turning point in this fundamentol metter of hereditary succession, they
were also a turning point in the history of hereditary devices, for it was in
these same years that armorial bearings were first introduced into Englond. 11
Knights: As the hereditobility of fiefs became firmly established so this led
to an increasingly hereditary c lass of kn ights, and subsequently a growing closs
consciousness within this group. The origins and development of heraldry
centre very largely around the person of the medieval, warrior knight. The
use of more sophisticated armour by knights in this period resulted in a systematic and permanent means for recognising combatants in bottle; the growing
popularity of personal seals amongst this closs provided a brilliant and fertile
ground for the display of hereditary associative devices and coots of arms; and
above all the knights provided a privileged and wealthy class in which the
fashion of heraldry could flourish, and where its military and social potential
could be fully realised and jealously guarded.
It was not until well into the twelfth century, however, that
knighthood come to imply distinction of birth and education. Only when this
hod been achieved were the knights (in Lotin milites), once a very mixed group
of men, able to develop into on homogeneous and social ~lite. Two movements
having a bearing on this social development can be discerned amongst the
higher ranks of the aristocracy of western Christendom in the late eleventh and
early twelfth century. 12 Amongst the nobility there emerged a growing feeling for dynasty, for veneration of ancestors. At the core of this ideo of
nobilitos was noble birth.
Gradually this attitude, first seen at the highest
aristocratic level, worked its way down to the 'middling' knights, so that by
1165, for example, Richard de wcy, Henry II's Justiciar, could complain
that 'in former times, it was not the custom for every middling knight (quislibet
militulus) to have a seal, which is appropriate only for kings and great men'. 13
No doubt Richard would have been similarly offended at the increasing number
of lesser knights who were likewise adopting, or perhaps even inheriting,
armorial bearings.

At the some time there was a second, reverse movement starting
from the bottom of the aristocratic closs. At the beginning of the eleventh
century, 'miles' had meant simply a mounted warrior. Gradually the values
attached to knighthood (courage, military efficiency, loyalty and so on) spread
upwards and come to occupy a key position in the aristocratic ethos.
By 1200
this process was complete. The word 'knight', once synonymous with vassal,
hod by now, at least on the continent, come to express the idea of nobility;
though in England it would perhaps be truer to talk of the knights as having
evolved into a kind of upper middle-closs gentility. Certainly knig,ts everywhere became imbued with a closs consciousness. Set apart by their power and
wealth, by their mode of life and own 'courtly' code of conduct, the knights
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were ready towards the middle of the twelfth century to solidify into a socially
privileged class. In England the more open nature of this order meant thot
there was still opportunity for social movement. Nevertheless, members of the
group both at home and abrood still felt themselves PJrt of a distinctive class.
This growing awareness amongst the knightly class af its own more
stable and more confident p05ition in society found a v isual expression in the
colourful and bold designs that, centred upon the shield, lay at the very centre
of these changing movements. Just as the noble lord who valued his place in
society needed first to be knighted, so increasingly he could not afford to ignore the growing fashion of adopting armorial bearings . Alongside the increasingly hereditory use of patronymic surnames and equestrian seals, heraldic
devices reflected one's ancient lineage and title to certain lands and lordships,
and thus they rapidly became tokens of family pride and social importance.
In this respect coots of arms soon found 0 ready market as one of the more obvious means by which an aspiring knight or (as was later the case ) a civic
dignitary or even ecclesiastic, could distinguish himself from the bulk of manGeoffrey of Monouth,
kind. In short, heraldry was becoming a status symbol.
writing in 1130s, was doubtless describing his own society when he notes the
connection between status and arms at the legendary court of King Arthur:
'Every knight who was renowned for on upright life was there, and used garments
and arms of one distinctive colour (unius coloris vestibus atgue armis utebatur );
even the women of fashion displayed the some colour'. 14
By the end of Henry I's reign the baronial and knightly classes of
England were coming to contemplate and develop a more settled and cultured
way of life. This growth in their confidence and security meant that later
they would be prePJred to fight for what they believed to be theirs 'in heredity'.
As these classes, therefore, sought to consolidate and protect th is more comfortable position in society, so the emblems that they were gradually adopting
began to take on a new rol e as prestigious symbols indicative of their owner's
status which could be handed down from father to son as famil y heirlooms.
Thi~ closing of the feudal ronks, and the growing sophistication of warfare
romanticised by its veneer of chivalry, were to be the mainspring of heraldry
from the central years af the twelfth century onwards.
Crusades
For the knight eager for renown the Crusades provided a moral justification for waging war. Henceforth, the military elite of knights under its
Crusading vows first token in 1095 killed not man, but evil. Even in death
the prize was military and spiritual glory.
In seeking to explain any movement
that gained widespread popularity in twelfth-century Europe, such as the
adoption of armorial bearings, the Crusades must always be a tempting starting
point. The Holy Wars brought together in a common venture ideas and influences, trends and fashions, from a Imost every class and notion in western
Christendom.
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Moreover, the need for recognition amongst those toking part must
have acted as on important stimulus for the adoption of clearly distinguishable
and permanent shield devices . 15 The Crusading knights found themselves
stationed in a dry and dusty land where the sun could be blinding. Easily
recognisable banners and devices must therefore have been essential. Perhaps
more significantly the Crusaders, divided not least by language barriers, must
have quickly come to appreciate the obvious value of the visual embl ems that
Indeed, whereas the sign of the
belonged to their own individual leaders.
cross symbolised the supra-notional charocter of the Crusaders - their oneness in
Christ - even this sacrosanct emblem was Ioter given systematic usage when,
in 1188, the various nations taking part chose different colours for their crosses
so that they would be able to distinguish between each other. 16
In the eleventh and twelfth centuries a more confident and less
insular Europe was becoming increasingly receptive to new ideas, new philosophies, and new fashions such os heraldry. Even before 1095 the continent
was enjoying peaceable, cross-cultural contact with the more advanced civilisations beyond its frontiers in Spain, Sicily, and Byzantium. The Crusades
brought East and West still closer together . Those Europeans taking part must
have been deeply impressed by the wealth and splendour of Constantinople,
the fine silks, rich colours and gorgeous embellishments of the Near East. The
eye-witness accounts of the Crusades, for instance, mention with seeming admiration the hig,ly prized stonc:brds of the Eastern leaders. 17
Already in the ninth and tenth centuries a number of territorial
mognates of the Byzantine Empire were using quasi-heraldic devices on their
banners and shields. 18 The Saracens too hod a peculiar form of hera Idry
of their own. 19 During the Third Crusade, Takiedin, 0 kinsman of Saladin,
displayed 'a remarkable device upon his standard - a pair of breeches', 20 and
each of his select squadrons carried pennons of 0 single colour, a practice
that in Europe had probably only evolved around the middle of the twelfth
century. 21
This does not of course mean that the East provided Europe with
o fully developed system of heraldry. Armorial bearings did not, after all
take root in westem Europe for over he If a century after the First Crusade. ~2
What the Crusades did do was to provide the continent with completely new
vistas, and to enrich it with a new sense of heightened awareness. The first
half of the twelfth century, which saw the rise of heraldry in Europe, was an
age of triumphant imagination . Crusaders returning home brought with them
not only descriptions of the emirs' magnificent stondards, the colours and
drapery and oroote decoration or the East, 23 but also tales of exotic beasts
such as griffins and elephants, lions and pards, fanciful birds such as peacocks
and popinjays, and stronge plants and flowers. Such souvenirs were to provide
the heroldic menagerie with a new and popular stock.
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The Crusades were indirectly responsible for the development of
heraldry in another way. Every crusader wore the same badge, the sign of the
cross (signum crucis), which not only identified him as a soldier of Christ, but
also, as the sign of life (signum vitae), in a very real way protected him. The
importance attached to this emblem and the many uses to which it was put must
have acted as a stimulus for knights everywhere to decorate their shields,
saddles and 50 forth with a host of other associative devices. For example,
when Count Helias (d .1100), the father-in-law of Fulk V Count of Anjou (who
loter became king of .Jerusalem), decided to depart on the First Crusade he
told his friends, 'I will not abandon the cross of our saviour which I hove token
up as a pilgrim; but I will hove it engraved on my shield and helmet and all
my arms (in omnibus armis); on my saddle and bridle 0150 I will stomp the sign
of the holy cross'. 24
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Fig. 8

A J3th-century knight whose shield device is repeated
on his surcoat, saddle and helm.
(Drawing by Matthew Paris)

The sign of the cross must therefore have acted as a clear precedent not only
for decoration but also for the multifarious use of distinguishing devices (compare fig.B); as such it helped pave the way for true heraldry.
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Tournoments
The so-called 'Christian knight' who fought on Crusode was the
cornerstone of the new ethos of chivalry that flourished in twelfth-century
Europe and had such an important influence in the Middle Ages in civilising
the feudal governing class of knights.
In reality, however, when the knight
w.Js not engaged in actual w.Jrfore, his mind was all too often taken up with
such pleasures of the flesh as hunting or the tournJment. The practice of
tournaments originated some time around the middle of the eleventh century,
but it was only in the following century that these knightly exercises took on a
professional and cult nature of their own.
The rise of chivalry and its concomitant courtly ethos is closely linked with the rise of heraldry, and this is
particularly evident in the development of the tournament.
Like heraldry, tournaments became something of a vogue amongst
the nobility of the twelfth century. They were distinctively aristocratic
affairs often invo lving considerable expense and organisation. The stokes
were sometimes very high - fortunes could be won or lost, ond there ore not 0
few examples of men of the highest political importance los ing their li ves in
these mock bottles. 25 Tournaments attracted men of the most noble and
ch iva Iric stock, such as Ph i lip d' Alsoce, Count of Flanders (d. 1191 ), and
Henry 'the Young King' of England (d.1l83). Consequently these meetings
acted as the crossroods for the interaction and fostering of new knightly ideals
and fashions, such as heraldry.
Like most things chivalric, including the adoption of armorial
bearings, the origins of the tournament lay in northern Fra nce. 26 William
Marshal, who as a knight-errant in the reign of Henry 1/ won fome and fortune
roving from one toornament to another, was told that he wou Id only be able to
gratify his chivolric ?Jssions in France; England in contTOst wos deadly dull.Z1
Henry II of England, following the command of the Church had put a ban on
these 'torments' as one witty English courtier called them, 28 and it was not
until 1194, and then for financial gain, that they were once again permitted
in this country. 29 It is perhaps significant that not only were armorial bearings introduced into England during the reign of Stephen, but that after the
accession of Henry /I with the subsequent absence of tournaments , it took a
long time for heraldry to establish itself firmly this side of the Channel.
The most significant connection between hero Idry and the tournament must, however, lie in the rise of heralds of arms, those men who mode it
their business to know and recognise knights by their shields and bonners. With
the growing sophistication of armour, itself stimulated by these kn ightly exercises,
recognition at tournaments was essential; it W'.JS impOf"tont to know your enemy.
The courtly literature of the period abounds with references to iousts taking
place between two individuals unaware of one another's identity. Often this
would be due to one of the knights having deliberately entered the meeting
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under bogus arms. 30 As on the battlefield, so in the tournamen t :':'lelee,
shields and crests (as well as war-cries) were the only means of d istinguishing
friend from foe.
Heralds had originally been criers (praecones ) who made formal
announcements to citizens in the streets, 31 or to members of households and
courts,32 or more usually to the assembled military host. 33 Very often they
become closely associated with minstrels and jongleurs either as colleagues or
rivals, and sometimes the two roles were combined . 34 Not surprisingly then,
the main qualification of a herald for much of the twelfth century was a good
voice. Later they also came to attach themselves to knights-errant eager for
glory, and would announce through the count5'side forthcoming tournaments
in which their masters would be taking part. 3
At the meeting itself it become the special rale of the heralds who could identify the various shields to
announce each combatant at his entry. The earliest known reference to a
herald of arms appears in the description of a tournament, and comes from a
courtly French rom:::rnce written in the 1170s. 36 The herald in th is episode
is clearly expected to recognise the hero's shield .
Thus it became the peculiar concern of the heralds, once originally criers or minstrels, to be able to recognise instantly heraldic devices;
indeed they were to give their name to such emblems.
It was also very
probably the heralds who helped to evolve the consistent and systematic use
of such arms, and who in the following century persuaded clerks to 'write'
them down as long rolls of painted shields so that they could be better memorised. As the tournament, with all its chivalric attraction and splendour of
display gained importance, so in turn the heraldic arms and the work of the
heralds present took on new significance. Random and inconsistent use of
arms must have served to confuse not only those taking part, but more especially the new breed of hera Ids.

..

On succeeding to the throne of England in 1199, King ...bhn discarded his own arms, which had served him well since 1185, and adopted
instead those of his brother, Richard the lionheart. Thus even the highest
family in the land had come to realise the potential honour that could be
attached to certain shield devices.
John's new arms, the three golden lions
peasant guerdont on red, were clearly more than simply shield decoration or
the purely practical means of his recognition in battle. They were the visual
expression of his new standing in society. As an hereditary device this prestigious shield has remained the heraldic arms of every sovereign of England since
that dote.
By the end of the twelfth century heraldic arms were in general
use from the king right down to the humble shire knight . From the opening
decades of the following century shields not blazoned with arms were rapidly
becoming the exception . That these devices if used consistently took on a new
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importance of their own, either for the purposes of recognition or as symbols of
knightly honour and lordship, soon became obvious.
Furthermcce, an increasingly systematic usage had come to be applied to shield devices. For example, ties of feudal dependency or loyalty,
kinshi~ or affection, were reflected in variations or 'differences' o f an initial
coa t . 7 The families of Say, Beauchamp of Bedford, Clo ver ing , Vere, locy
and possibly a few others, all connected with one another through the notorious
rebel leader, Geoffrey de f.IIandeville (d. 1144) and his wife, but not otherwise,
used slight modifications of the 'premier' coot, Quarterly, or and gules, which
was later re-adopted by Geoffrey's successors in the Earldom of Essex. 38 likewise, a number of associative devices found their way into a host of related
shields. Twelfth-century examples include the chevrons of the great house
of Clare, 39 the wheat-sheaves of the counts of Clermont-en-Beauvaisis, 40 and
most important of all the lion of the ruling family of England. 41
Such relationships mig,t also be refl ected on the shield by the
practice of 'marshalling'. In this process two separate shields were repeated
side by side (on a sin!=Jle new shield) either whole, i.e.

•

Fig. 9

Bottom shield: The dimidiated arms of the Emperor,
Otto IV.
(Drawing by Matthew Paris)
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'impaled', or literally cut in half, i.e. 'dimidiated'i shields 'quartered' together do not seem to have appeared until the following century. 42 Otto IV
(elected King of the ROTlPns in 1198 and crO'Wned Emperor in 1209) dimidiated
the arms of England with those of the Empire, 'out of affection for the king of
England' (fig.9). 43 In the thirteenth century, seals (pa rticularl y of women
and heiresses) often bore two or more separate shields reflecting various family
or feucbl relationships. 44
The increasing popularity of heraldic devices resulted from the midtwelfth century onwards, in arms being repeated on horse troppings 45 and linen
surcoats - hence 'coats of arms'. 46 Crests too, and even the helmets themselves might reproduce the principa I shield device (fig. 8).47 Women's garments,
particulorly mantles, were also decorated heraldically, often with very striking
and beautiful resu lts, 48 and women themselves were increasingl y using their
own, personal armorial seals. 49
But despite this grO'Wing sophistication and familiarity, heraldry at the
close of the twelfth century was still very much in its infancy. While by 1200
there were fairly full descriptions of shields, it was not for another half century,
with the influence of heralds and the appearance of rolls of arms, that the
grammar and vocabulary of heraldic blazons became rigidly established. 50 For
the meantime, there was still a large degree of uncertainty and fluidity about
shield design. 51 It was in these initial stages of the development of heraldry
that the royal arms of England first appeared; they hove remained unchanged
ever since •

•
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Chapter 3
THE HOUSE OF NORMANDY, 1066-1154

Two more Dragons shall follow, one of which
will be killed by the sting of envy, and the
second wi II return under the cover of authority.
The lion of Justice will come next, ond at his
roor the towers of Gaul shall shake and the
island Dragons tremble .

,

Geoffrey of Monmouth, 'Prophecies of Merlin'
The century following the Norman Conquest witnessed the emergence
of armorial bearings in England, though even at the close of this period heraldry
was still very much an exotic plant this side of the Channel.
Not surprisingly
then, there is no direct evidence of any hereditary devices being used by the
ruling family during this time, 1 although this may have been due also to the
fact that William Rufus was the only Anglo-Norman king between 1066 and
1154 to succeed h is father; indeed, the period witnessed two contests (following 1087 and 1135) fought over disputed successions within the royal family itself.
Nevertheless, each of the Norman kings almost certainly used some
form of persona I standard.
William I
As for as is known neither William I nor his son, William Rufus, used
any kind of consistent shield device, or even proto-heraldic device . There is
certainly no evidence that any of the Norman kings bore either the arms, Gules,
two lions possant guardant or, traditionally associated with the dur;:hyof
Normandy, 2 or the three lions shield of England (adopted in 1195), which was
first attributed to them, without foundation, by ,\.-\otthew Paris in the midthirteenth century. 3
In a well known scene at Hastings the Conqueror was forced to doff
his helmet and show his face, thus proving to his men that he was still olive and
in command (fig. 6). 4 later, during a battle in 1079, even his own son Robert
unknowingly unhorsed him, and only recognised his father when he began to
speak. 5 It was thus William's face and voice, and not any specific shield
device, that his men recognised in battle . William of Paitiers (writing in about
1073-74), when given the opportunity to describe the young Duke's shield,
makes no men tion of any emblem or device, 6 end Wace (writing in about 1160),
when describing the some scene, simply adds that he carried a plain, golden
shield. 7 The Boyeux Tapestry is likewise silent on the subject and revea ls no
c.ons.istent shield device used by the Conqueror. 8
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Nevertheless, William probably did use some fo.~m of personal
standard other than, of course, the Papal Bonner granted to him specifically
for the invasion of England. 9 Flags and stancbrds hod for some time come to
be closely associated with their owner or owners; at Hastings, for examRle,
Harold W'JS personally associated wah his standard of the Fighting M~Tn. 10
Such a banner belonging to the Conqueror would no doubt have acted as a
rallying standard under which he could have grouped the moiny diverse elements
of his invasion force.
It m::Iy be that his personal standJrd was that of the
d:.Jke of Normandy, 11 being perhaps a simple affair comprising a cross or
roundels, o~ possibly a single colour. 12
Will iam 11
As with his father there is no evidence that William Rufus used a
consistent shield device.
Indeed, he had a very similar experience to that of
his father when he tao was mistakenly unhorsed, and only recognised when he
cauld voice his opinion; the guilty knigh t even admitted that he had mistaken
the King for a mere soldier. 13 On the Conqueror's death in 1087, Rebert,
the eldest son, received the patrimony, Normandy, whilst Rufus took the
acquisition, England. Hod their father, therefore, used some specific flog or
device for the 8uchy it would probably have been jealously guarded by Robert.
Presumably Rufus would hove had to adopt some other standard until such time
as he virtually gained possession of the Duchy in 1096.
Certainly during Rufus' reign, flags and bonners were becoming
increasingly importa nt, and no doubt the King of England had his own personal
flag. Orderic Vitalis, describing the scene after le M:IOS hod been handed
over to William, states that, 'as soon as the guardians hod withdrawn they
(Rufus' men] took over all the defences of the city and raised the king's
standard (vexi llum regis) with great ceremony from the m'Jin tower '. 14 Such a
flag, clearly recognisa ble to all, must have constituted something more than
a simple lance pennant as depicted on William's royal seal. It may, for instance, have been a distinctive gonfanon, rather like the celebrated Oriflamme
mentioned in The Song of Roland .

After the sudden death of Wi lliam Rufus in 1100 there followed a
long reign of comparative peace in the Anglo-Norman realm which sew the
gradual emergence of a new militarily and socially elite closs of knights, and
a more settled aristocracy; a period in which the civilised arts of life were
cultivated, and which witnessed the first examples of true heraldry. 15
The new king, Henr y, probably used some sort of lion device
which he may well have depicted on the personal standard that he is known to
have used.
In 1102 the besieged castle of Bridgnorth welcomed the king's
troop 'with the royal standard'(cum regal; vexilla), 16 and at the Battle of
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Bremule in 1119, Edward of Sa lisbury, 'a brave champ ion', is sa id to have
been the King's standard-bearer. 17

~

•

In an age when other kings and nobles were using quasi-heraldic
devices, and in which standa rds and shields were becoming increasingly important as a means of recognition, it may be assumed that Henry also was using
some kind of device. As we have seen, associative devices, particularly on
seals, were at this time coming to be used more consistently as the lands and
titles whose possession they indicated gradually become more stable andsettled.
The kings of France, for instance, hod long been associated with their quasiheraldic device - the fleur de Iys. 18 Similarly, Henry appears to hove been
identified with the lion. Within a few years of his death he was closely
linked with the' Lion of .1Jstice' mentioned in Geoffrey of Monmouth's popular
work 'The Prophecies of M~rlin' written in about 1136-38; 19 perhaps this was
in recognition of the great strides forward mode in the administration of English
government and law during his reign. Geoffrey also described Henry's sons as
'the cubs of the lion', 20 and the King is known to have kept these royal beasts,
along with leopards, in his menagerie at Woodstock. 21 Moreover, a number
of his close relations and descendants used a lion device (see fi9.14 and the
family tree ot the end of this chapter).
One such person was his son-in-law, Geoffrey Count of Aniou,
the father of Henry II. According to the chronicler John of M:nmoutier,
writing in obout 1170, Henry knighted Geoffrey on the tenth of .1Jne 1128,
in an eloborate ceremony at Rouen in preparation for the latter's wedding a
week later to the King's daughter, N'laud, widow of the Emperor Henry V. 22
The young mon (Geoffrey was then aged fourteen), having bathed and put on
shoes that bore little golden lions, received from Henry a blue shield similarly
charged with golden lioncels (Ieonculos aureos).
Geoffrey continued to
use these arms until his early death in 1151 23 when they were incorporated
in the famous enamel plaque (frontispiece) hung over his tomb in le Mons
cathedral. 24 The arms were therefore used consistently, and indeed can be
called heraldic in the strict sense of the word, since Geoffrey's bastard grandson, William Longer Earl of Salisbury (d. 1226) also bore them as did his
own descendants. 2
Geoffrey's shield very probably reflected Henry's own arms, which
probably also consisted of a lion or lions. The King may well have bestowed
such a shie ld upon his future son-in-la w both as an honour and as an outward
In 1128 Henry wos particulr"ly anxious
expression of their new association.
to see his doughter wedded to Geoffrey Ie Bel. 26 It wos hoped that one day
the marriage would provide the English King with a grandson and heir. More
significantly the union would both overt the immediate danger of Aniou iojning
the recently established Franco-Flemish alliance threatening Henry's duchy of
Normandy, and would also put on end to the long standing Anglo-Angevin
rivalry.
It would not not have been surprising, therefore, if in 1128 Henry
had chosen to reflect the familial and politicol importonce of his new relationship
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Pig. 10

Effigy of William Longespee, Earl of
Salisbury (d. J226) in Salisbury Cathedral
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with Geoffrey by bestowing on the young Angevin a shield with arms very
similar, though not identical, to his own. 27

,

Count Geoffrey was not the only relation of Henry to use a lion
device. Two of Henry's grandsons, William FitzEmpress (d.1164), 28 and
William FitzRobert, second earl of Gloucester (1147- 1183), 29 did so (figs.
15 and II), and it is almost certain that a third, Henry II, used lions in some
form or another upon his shield or shields.
It may reasonably be concluded,
therefore, though impossible to prove, that Henry also used a lion device in
some way.

Fig. II

Seal of William FitzRobert rd. 1183)
Grandson of Henry l

Stephen

'Of outstanding skill in arms, but in other matters almost on idiot'
was how one contemporary courtier described Henry's nephew and successor,
Stephen. 30 After a long period of comparative calm, coupled with the rise
of chivalry and 0 growing desire for security of hereditary succession, Stephen's
reign saw the general advent of true heraldic bearings into England. Stephen
himself doubtless used some sort of associative device . Traditionally, though
again without any foundation, he has been credited with the Sogittary symbol.
Nicholas Upton, writing in about 1446, ascribed to him the arms, three
Sogittaries on a red field (fig. 12), because he had ascended the throne under
that zodiacal sign. 31 Rolph Brooke, York Herald (1593- 1625), laterascribed
a single golden Sagittory on red to Stephen (fig. 13), repeating Upton's explanation and adding that the device also alluded to the victory clinched by
Stephen's archers when he was claiming the throne in 1135. 32 Both these
shields it must be remembered, however, are the products of much later generations , and there is no contemporary ev idence that Stephen used either coot.
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Figs. 12& /3

Two versions of the anns aftribuled to
A"ing Stephen.

Nevertheless, like his predecessor, he did use a personal
standard. 33 Possibly this would hove been more in the shope of an heraldic
banner, deeper than it was broad, as opposed to the gonfonon with its long,
tapering streamers. According to the contemporary chronicler Henry of
Huntingdon, Stephen's royal standard (ipsius regis insignito vexillo) was
carried ot the Battle of Uncoln in 1141. J4 The King deployed his troops so
that men of his own personal army, presumably consisting of his best knights,
were entrusted with the core of this stanoord. Evidently this flag was of
sufficient importance to be very closely guarded, though unfortunately it is
not described by any of the chroniclers . 35
There is no evidence that either of Stephen's sons, Eustace
(d. 1153) or William (d. 1160), used arms .
In 1153 the King recognised the
future Henry 11 as his lawful heir 'by hereditary right', and when in the
following year after nineteen lonq winters he died, the throne of England
passed to the younq klgev in.
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Azure six lions rampant or.
(f) Argent a lion rampant gules crowned or within ,J
A lion ramp:'"t.
bordure scable bezonty.
Two lions pasSlnt.
(g ) Quorterly Of and gules four lions passont guorcbnt
Gules three lions passont guarcb nt or.
c ounterchanged.
England dimidioting the Empire.
(h) Gules two lions possant guardont or.
1. This pedigree is based upon that by Wagner in 'Heraldry ' in Medieval England (1958) though here amended.

2.

Henry (( prabably also used shields (a) and (b).

3.

Henry, Duke of Saxony used (bL but long before marrying t-ktilcb, daughter of Henry II.

Chapter 4
HENRY II , 1154-1189
He scorned to place proud necks under the French
And the indomitable lion rejected any yoke.
Stephen of Rouen, Draco Normannicus
The ruler of an 'empire' that stretched from the Scottish lowlands
to the Pyrenees, Henry FitzEmpress was the most powerful, as well as the most
respected, leader of his day.
Not surprisingly he is known to have used
An eye_witness account of the Crusades states
armorial bearings of some sort.
that in 1187 a company of tro.:)ps that had been raised in the Holy Land at his
expense were ordered to set the arms (les ormes) of the king of England in their
banners; sadly, no description of thes;-a7~ was given. 1 Certainly other
contemporary kings and rulers, such as Ferdinand II King of Leon, Philip
d'Alsoc::e CO:Jnt of Flanders, and Henry the lio:1 Duke of Saxony, had also all
fO'Jnd it c::onvenient to adopt or inherit armorial bearings. 2 Henry's father,
Geoffrey Count of Anjou, his brother, William fitzEmpress, and at least one
of his sons all used arms during his lifetime.
Unfortunately, once again, none
of Henry's seals, 3 nor those of his wife Eleanor, 4 and their sons, Henry the
Young King,S Richard Duke of Aquitaine, 6 o~ Geoffrey Duke of Brittany 7
reveal any heroldic emblems.
However, sinc::e we know thot Henry II certainly used arms, it does not necessarily follow thot these people were nonarmigeraus.
like h is predecessor Stephen, Henry is known to have used a roye I
standard, and doubtless the devices displayed upon it were repeated on his
shield.
In 1157, when the King and his men were ambushed by the Welsh,
Henry of Essex the King's Constable fXlnicked, and throwing down the royal
standard (vexillo regia), declared that Henry was dead and that all should
flee. 8 Th:Jt later he had to pay heavily for this crime reveals something of
the importance attached not only to his treasonable action, but also to the flog
that he was privileged to corry.
Exac::tly what W'.JS depicted on that flog is not known, but almost
certainly it consisted of a lion or lions.
Henry's father, his brother William
FitzEmpress (fig. IS}, and at least three of his sons and seven of his grandsons
used a lion shield of some sort (see fig . 14). O~her kings and princes were
decorating their shields likewise. 9 Henry himself bin the opening quotation
to this chapter) W.JS called 'the indomitable lion', 1 and was described by one
af his courtiers as h:;Jving a 'lion-like face'. 11 Moreover, 0 number of close
associates, perhaps wishing to stress their relatio,ship with the King or perhaps
h~ving been given shields by him as a token of esteem and affection, also used
the lion as their device.
Eustace FitzStephen, for example, one of Henry's
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chamberlains, used a li on device on his seal, 12 as did nother close attendant
to the King, Richard de Comville (d.1l76). 3 Wa rin FitzGerold, Gervase
Paynell, Hugh IV Count of St Po l, Henry Count Palatine of the Rh in e, and
the Counts of St Walery and Mortain, 011 close associates or relati ons of
Henry II, also used lion shields. 14 That Henry did likewise seems inevitable.

Fig. 15

Seal of William FitzEmpress. brother of
Henry /I ( 1154- 11641.

Traditionally Henry is said to have been responsible far adding the
lion rampant of Aquitaine in honour of his wife Eleanor to the two lions shield
of Normandy, thus preduc ing the three lions passont guardant sh ield of England .
There is in fact no evidence that either of these duchies was using these precise
arms at that time, 15 though it is highly probable that Henry did use 0 shield
charged with two lions passont guardont. As well as this last coot, Henry may
well have also used two other shields - a single-lion shield and the golden lions
rampant on blue that belonged to his father, Geoffrey le Bel, Count of An"jou.
The Angevin Coot : Azure, six Lions rampant or
In an age when mole line descent was all important, Henry II's
ancestry was clearly Angevin. 16 In 1128, when his mother, the EtTlpress Maud,
heiress of Normandy, was married to Geoffrey of Anjou, the peoples of that
county rejoiced, for in their eyes England and Normandy wauld be added to
their Empire. By the time that Henry had succeeded to the throne of England
he hod taken over two other 'empires': the duchy of Aquitaine (by his marriage
in 1152 to Eleanor, recently divorced from King louis of France, and Duchess
of Aquitoine in her own right ), and the duchy of Normandy (his mother's inheritance). From December 1154 he was accordingly styled 'King of the English,
Duke of the Normans and Aquitonians and Count of the Angevins'. Anjou
misilt come last in this formidable list, but it was there that the very beginnings
of his Empire loy.
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Henry's paternal grandfather, Fulk V Count of Anjou (d. 1142),
almost certainl~ used some form of arms, or at least a royal standard, as king
of Jerusalem; 1 Henry's fother, Count Geoffrey, was certainly armigerous.
Since becoming count of Anjou himself in 1151, Henry may well have adopted
his father's coat, Azure, six lions rampant or. The only evidence for this,
however, is slight. Firstly, one of Henry's illegitimate sons, William
Longespee Earl of Sa lisbury (d.1226), and his descendants used this some coat,
which means that initially it must have descended through Henry II himself.
Secondly, in his Chroniques des ducs de Normandie, the French poet, Beno1t,
attributed to William I (without founootion) a shield identical to that of Count
Geoffrey.18 Beno'it's work had been specially commissioned by Henry, and
it is possible that the author had wished to flatter his patron by deliberately
associating him heraldically with his great ancester, William the Conqueror.
Otherwise there is no further evidence that Henry used this shield.
The Anglo-Norman Rea 1m
Three lion shields have been commonly attributed to Henry II : a
lion rampant, two lions passant guardant, and the three lions passont guardont
of England. There is no evidence whatsoever that this last coat was ever used
by Henry, though it is very probable that he used one or both of the other two
shields.
A Single Lion Rampant: By 1150 Henry was duke of Normandy, and by Christmas 1153 Stephen's offic ie Ily acknowledged successor and 'heir by hereditary
right' to the kingdom of England. 19 Since before the age of ten years he had
claimed both the Duchy and the Kingdom as his inheritance by right of his
mother, tv\oud; in his earliest known charter (1141) he styled himself 'Henry,
son of King Henry's daughter and rightful heir to England ond Normandy'. 20.
It is thus very possible that, wishing to emphasise these hereditary rights, he
deliberately chose the arms not of his father, Geoffrey of Aniou, but rather
those of his moternal grandfather, Henry I, who, as king of England, hod very
probably used a lion device, possibl}' a single lion rampant.
Count Geoffrey was never regarded (at least outside Anjou) as the
equal of his wife, the widow of an emperor and daughter and heiress of a king
of England and duke of Normandy. Henry thus looked more to the King of
England as his illustrious forebear (and after whom he had been named) than to
his Angevin equivalent, a mere count, Furthermore, his father Geoffrey had
planned to divide his lands on his death so that it was not Aniou but England
and Normandy that Henry was to look to as his permanent inhertance; Henry
was to have Aniou only until such time as he could come fully into his mother's
Anglo-Norman inheritance. 21 In the end he did, of course, reject this
settlement, ond from 1154 he retained his so-called 'Angevin Empire' in toto.
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Hod Henry wished to associate himself with his maternal grandfather, which seems to have been the case, then he might well have adopted
the lion device that his royal ancestor had very probably used. He had, moreover, been brought up in the household of that most chivalrous patron of the
arts and favourite son of Henry I, Robert, Duke of Gloucester, and there is
evidence that Robert likewise used a lion device. 22
There is also some evidence from contemporary literature that
Henry II bore a single-lion coat. 23 Around 1160 the poet Thorrtls, who was
probably attached to Henry's court, wrote on Old French version of the famous
romance of Tristan and Queen Iseult. Unfortunately only a fragment of this
work remains, though much of the rest can be ascertained through derivations
based on Thomas' original work. Two such derivations are the Old Norse
Tristamsaggo and the Middle English Sir Tristram. The former describes the
cloth trappings of Tristan's horse as red with golden lions, and the latter talks
of Tristan's Iyoum in this connection. Moreover, the decorated Chertsey
Tiles from Chertsey Abbey, Surrey (about mid-thirteenth century), which
all take their material from Thol't'lCls' version of the Tristan legend, depict the
hero with a lion rampant on his shield. 24 It is possible then, that in the
missing portion of Thomas' Tristan, the hero's arms were Gules, a lion rampant
or. Since ThorrYls was probably closely associated with the royal court, it is
possible that these arms are a cleor allusion to those of Henry II, heraldic
flottery in literature not being uncommon in this period.
Henry's brother, William FitzEmpress, and two of his sons, William
longespee Earl of So Iisbu!), and Richard as king, bore shields bearing 0 single
lion rampant. There does not seem to have been any organised system of
cadency (the differencing of shields by closely related members of a single
family) as early as the mid-twelfth century, thau!/! brothers and sons for some
time to come would carry shields very similar, if not identical, to a premier
coot in much the some way as sub-vassals and related families were doing. 25
It is possible, therefore, that Henry II used just such a coot consisting of a
single I ion.
Two lions Possant (Guorcbnt): Two arguments have been put forward in the
post to suggest that Henry bore this coat. Traditionally he is said to have
borne these arms as duke of Normandy. More recently it has been argued that
since two of those whom he had knighted used this same shield then, according
to the practice whereby a 'potron-in-chivalry' bestowed upon the newly-made
knight a shield identical or similar to his own Henry must have likewise used
a shield charged with two lions passant. 26 However, both explanations are
not entirely valid. The first can be readily dismissed since the two lions
shield did not become officially associated with Normandy for a number of
centuries to comei the second cannot a lane provide sufficient grounds to justify the belief that Henry used these arms. There are, however, other reasons
to support this theory, which will become obvious if we toke a closer look at
this so-called chivalric custom.
l
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The two men whom Henry kn i ghted and who are supposed to have
sUbsequently adopted their patron's arms are John, fifth son of Henry II, 27 and
Hugh IV, Count of St Pol (d. 1205). 28 (That John was using lions (Xlssant (see
fig.16) and Henry is supposed to have used lions passant guardant is of little
significance in these early days of heraldry.) 29

Fig. 16

Seal of John, Lord of Ireland Count of
Mortain (1185- 1199).

However, as in the case of Henry I and Geoffrey of Anjou, the
subsequent use of a particular shield by a newly-dubbed knight does not
necessarily prove that the patron-in-chivalry who knighted him was using
those precise arms. The practice of ad,ting the patron's arms may not have
been as widespread as was once thought. 0 It is more likely that, since both
John and the Count of St Pol hod been knighted by the king of England, both
very naturally wished to express their association with the crown by adopting
or adapting his shield device; the two lions coat, if it were the arms of Henry II,
would obviously have been a prestigious shield to reflect in one's own arms . Or
it may be that Henry II deliberately bestowed upon these two youn9.3men a version
of his own shield as a sign of honour or perhaps personal affection. 1 In 1185
when he was knighted (after which date he used an armorial sea!), John was in
high favour with his father. It was hoped that he would soon be king of Ireland
(though this never came to fXlss), and in July 1187, a couple of years later, it
was proposed that he should hold all his father's continental estates except
Normandy which would remain with England as the heritage of his intransigent
older brother, Richard. 32 The Count of St Pol, when he was knighted by the
King in 1179, was also in Henry's good books.
According to the English
Exchequer account for Michaelmas 1179, the King pardoned Hugh from a debt
of ll~ mares - not an enormous sum, but a pardon all the same . 33 Both John
and Hugh therefore had good reason to reflect in their own arms those of the
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king of England, and it is perhaps this evidence rather than any so-called
chivalric custom of the time that should lead us to suppose that Henry used
two lions passant guardant as his coat of arms.
If both these knights were following a particular custom of automatically ossuming their patron's arms, then we might expect to find two
corollaries: first, that knights dubbed by the some patron all bore arms simi lor
or identical to the premier coot of that potron; and second, thot those using
similar or identical arms were knighted by a common patron. Unfortunately,
evidence does not support either of these two assertions, at least for the twelfth
century, though thot of course does not mean that men like John or the Count
of St Pol did not, for some other reason, assume a version of their patron's arms.
Examples of newly-made knights adopting arms very dissimilar from
those of their patron are not uncommon, though evidence for the twelfth century
is generally very scontY.:i seldom are the arms of both the patron and the newlydubbed knight known. 34 Orderic Vitalis notes in his chronicle that after the
death of Robert Count of Meulan, 'his particular supporter and advisor', Henry I,
brought up the Count's twin sons Waleran and Robert 'as affectionately as his
own children', and that when they reached adolescence he knighted them. 35
There were therefore very strong bonds between these two young knights ond
their patron-in-chivalry, the King. Henry I probably used a lion device,
yet it is known that at least Waleron used a cheeky shield. 36 There does
not seem then to have been any adoption, or even acbption, of the patron's
shield in this early instance where such a practice might have been strongly
suspected.
In 1173 louis VII, who was probably usij9 the fleur de Iys shield
at the time, knighted Richard, the son of Henry II. 3
Nevertheless, Richard
later used two shields both of which bore some form of lion device and not the
French flower. Indeed, it would rove been strange in the light of his later
enmity with louis' successor Philip Augustus had he borne arms reflecting
those of the kingdom of France. As duke of Aquitaine and later as king of
England, doubtless he would have wished ta have associated himself heraldically with those territorial lordships. Whereas it was always intended that
Richard's older brother, the Young King, should also be knighted by louis, he 38
was in fact knighted by his chivalric tutor, the up and coming William Marshal.
No arms are known for either of these men in 1173, when the ceremony took
place, but once again it would have been extraordinary if the heir to the
Anglo-Norman throne had not associated himself with that high office but had
instead taken the arms of, in this instance, a landless knight-errant. 39
Again, hod the practice been widespread and the adoption of one's
patron's arms automatic, those in high station such as the king of England,
would have been perpetually bestowing their arms on all and sundry. Henry I
knighted amongst many others his son-in-law Geoffrey of Anjou, the twin sons
of Robert of Meulan already mentioned, Stephen later king of England, 40 and
David, later king of Scotlond (1124-1153).41 Those whom Henry II knighted
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included Malcolm, King of Scotland (1153-1165)42 and his brother, David
Earl of Huntingdon (d.1219L 43 Stephen's son William Count of Boulogne and
Mortain, 44 two of his own sons, Geoffrey Duke of Brit tany 45 and John, 46
and of course the Count of St Pol. 47 Furthermore, the problem would have
been exacerbated in the following century when there arose the fashion of
mass investitures, in which the king, amid much splendour, knighted sometimes
more than fifty young men all on the same occasion. 48
Had all these young men even adapted the orms of their king, then
there would have been little honour left in the bestowal of such a prize. As
we know, Robert's son, Waleran, used a cheeky shieldj David, Earl of
Huntingdon, probably used a shield charged with three piles. 49 Moreover,
it would hove been strange if, for example, Stephen and his opponent
Geoffrey, Iv\aud's husband, both knighted by Henry I, used the same arms.
Another curious feature would have arisen from the fact that Henry I knighted
David, KinJJ of Scotland, David in his turn knighted Duke Henry later king of
England, 50 and Henry as king of England in his turn knighted tv'ialcolm, King
of Scotland. Whose arms would have been adopted by whom? Furthermore,
there certainly would have been little that was hereditary about such coats.
Again, had the practice of adopting one's palTon's arms been
widespread, it might be expected that those using identical or similar arms
were knigl->ted by a common palTon. Thus, it has been suggested that since
John and the Count of St Pol were using the same arms and it is known that
their common patron was Henry II, he too must have used these arms. However,
there does not appear to be any evidence that Gervase Payne II , for example,
who was using th is sh ield in 1187, was a Iso kn ighted by Henry II. 51 Nor does
there appear to be any evidence that Bernard IV Count of St Welery, Warin
FitzGerold, and Henry Count Palatine of the Rhine, who all used this coat,
were knighted by Henry . Nevertheless, in spite of this, it was no accident
that these particular men, including John and the Count of St Pol, used the
two lions passant shield (though presumably with different colours}j for all
were close associates of Henry II.
Gervase Paynell was baron and lord of Dudley Castle, and in the
civil war supported Henry's mother ag:linst Stephen. 52 Despite a brief lapse
when he joined the Young King's rebellion in 1173, Gervase continually enjoyed the King's favour, and in September 11 B9 he attended the coronation of
Henry's son, Richard. He died in about 1194 53 when his estates and coat of
arms passed through his sister and heiress, J-lawise, to the Somery family. 54
Two other close friends of Henry II were Regina Id II and h is son
Bernard IV (the older), both Counts of St Walery. 55 The former was for a
time one of Henry's stewards before his accession in 1154, and during his
reign was also his Justiciar for all of NOfmand~ 56 His arms are not known,
but his countersea I device was a Iion passant. 51 In either 1166 or 1167
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Reginald was succeeded by his son Bernard 58 who, like his father, had been
ane of a group of ambassadors sent to the Pope in 1165 by Henry in his notorious quarrel with Becket. In 1186 Bernard was once again called upon to act
as a royal ambassador, this time alongside the famous Justiciar Ranulph
Granville . Bernard died on Crusade, probably in 1191, and was succeeded by
his brother Thomas early in 1192 . 59 Both men used the arms, two lions
passant as depicted on their seals, Thomas having assumed lt1e arms on his
brother's death. 60
Another trusted officer of the crown was Wadn FitzGerold (d.
1216). He came from a family of hereditary chamberlains, 61 and it is known
that War;n was himself a chamberlain to both Henry II and Richard I, having
succeeded to his father's lands in 1177-78 when he was aged about ten or
eleven . 62 His sea I depicts the arms, two lions passont guardont 63 which he
had very probably inherited from his father, Henry FitzGerold. 64 Henry /I
may well have bestowed these arms upon the FitzGerolds in recognition of their
services to the crown, or it may be that the family deliberately adopted them
as a visible expression of their high station within the royal household.
Henry Count Palatine of the Rhine (d.1227) was, after ..bhn, per-'
hops the closest in this list to King Henry /I who was his grandfather. His
mother, Iv'Iatilda (b.1156), was Henry's eldest daughter, and early in 1168 she
was married to Henry the lion, Duke of Saxony and Bavaria (d.1195). After
his forfeiture in 1182, Henry the Uon and his wife remained in exile in England
until 1185, and then again in 1189. 65 During this time their sons, Henry,
Otto and William, were brought up in the court of the king of England, which
seems to hove made a lasting impression not only on their minds but also on
their shields. Even before 1195, when he became Count Palatine of the Rhine
(by right of his wife) and Duke of Brunswick (his father's inheritance), Henry,
the eldest son, seems to have been using the two lions shield. 66 His brother,
the Emperor Otto IV, was a close friend and ally of both King Richard and
King ..bhn, and he later dimidiated the arms of the Empire with those of England
'out of affection for the king of England' (fig.9) . 67 The youngest son become
knO'Nn as William of Winchester (where he was born in 1184), and his son Otto,
as duke of Brunsw ick, a Iso bore the arms, Gu les, two lions passant guardant
or. 68 While, then, Henry the lion had for m:my years used a single lion
rampant, 69 it is significant that his eldest son, presumably also 'out of
affection for the king of England', chose rather to adopt the two lions passont
guardant coat.
Except for John and the Count of St Pol, there is no evidence that
any of these close associates of the King were in fact knighted by him. 70
There can be no suggestion that their common shield - two lions Plssont - was
therefore a result of their having been knighted by a common patron-inchivalry. As far as is known, no such single person existed. But here,
nevertheless, is the strongest argument for Henry having used the two lions
passont coat. The only factor uniting all these illustrious but otherwise
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unconnected men was their bond of association and friendship with the person
of this one great King. 71 It is therefore extremely likely that this (Xlrticular
shield was a very real reflectiOn of the one common link between all these men,
namely, Henry II.
If he hod used this coot, then the fact that all these men
were his close associates would have been reason enough either for him to have
bestowed upon them arms very similar to his own as a sign of honour, or for
each of them to have deliberately adopted same version of the royal arms
(regardless of whoever knighted the·m) as a mark of identifying themselves
with their friend and royal master.
It is possible then that Henry used the Angevin coot, a single lion,
or the two lions p<lSSonti certainly he was using arms of some sort in 1187.
During his reign heraldry was still vet. much at a tender age, and there were
no strict rules regarding its practice . 2 A man could change his shield device
at will; such a move would not have appeared strange or irregular. It was
only towards the end of the reign that heralds of arms appeared, and initially
their task was the rec~nition rather than the systemisation and classification
of armorial bearings.73 It may be that at one or two points in his lifetime
Henry decided to change his shield device. At least three of his own sons,
Richard, John, and their ha If-brother, Wi lliam longespee Earl of Sa I isbury I
at some point discarded their old shields and adopted new ones . 74 William
Marshal originally used the coa t of his feudal overlord, but later, when he
himself received lands and offices, adopted arms which soon became identified
with his own family. Ranulph, Earl of Chester (1181-1232), exchanged his
lion ram~nt shield for the three wheat-sheaves that are still the arms of that
Earldom. 75 There are numerous other examples of men changing their arms,
especially from the more armorial thirteenth century. 76 That Henry II used
twa or thr~e different arms in turn would not, therefore, have been surpr ising;
neither he nor his son Rich9rd are the only English monarchs ever to have done
•
so . 77
..
It is also possible that Henry may have used these three different
coats concurrently . 78 Again, there would have been nothing unusual in this,
especially if the various arms reflected several offices, such as the gold lions
rampant on blue for the Count of Anjou. 79 Even today the monarch and
Prince of Wales are both entitled to 0 number of entirely different coots of
arms reflecting their various titles, though both are, of course, norma /ly associated with some form of the arms of the United Kingdom. Often during the
twelfth and th irteenth centuries a feuda I overlord wou Id carry a banner charged
with an entirely different device from that of his shield. 80 A famous example
is that of the De "-Aontfort knight in the stained-gloss window at Chartres. S1
Moreover, Matthew Paris obviously did not find it unusual to attribute three
different arms to Harold II of England, and more than one coat each to Haakon
IV, King of Norway, Philip Augustus, and the Saxon Kings Offa and Edmund
Ironside. 82 Perhaps in his multifarious role as King of England, Duke of
Normandy and Aquitaine and Count of Anjou, Henry likewise bore several
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arms at the same time. That th is inconsistency wc,; r.of ¥~'l j:.f':;':~;':':;~, hv..... ever, for the purposes of recognition, and that he probably considered one coot
his premier arms, probably meant that Henry was usually associated with one
shield, possibly the two lions coot.
Henry died on the sixth of July 1189 a tired and broken man. His
sons had in turn rebelled against him; each wanted division of their father's
lands during his lifetime. The Angevin 'Empire' was little more than a loose
federation of states which family squabbles and the laws of inheritance might
have any day split apart. Moreover, both Henry and his father, Count
GeoffreYI had planned to partition their lands; Richard also envisogeddivision.
None of the family conceived of the Empire as a single united dominion.
In such circumstances there could have been little question of a
single, hereditary coat of arms for the Angev;n Empire. Henry the Young King,
a man 'fruitful of new devices in war, who roused chivalry from something like
slumber, and raised it to the height', 83 must have used arms of some sort, and
the likelihood is that he adopted a shield similar to that of his father who had
associated him on the Anglo-Norman throne by having him crowned jointking. 84 His premature death in 1183 forced Henry II to revise his arrangements for the settlement of his vast territories. The old King's proposal that
John should now become Count of Poitou was, however, rejected by Richard
who refused to step into his deceased brother's shoes and release Aquitaine
to his younger brother. Richarci may weii nove cnosen, rherefore, fa ignore
the arms of his older brother, having himself come to be more closely identified with the Duchy he had grown up in than with the Anglo-Norman rea 1m. 85
Thus, when ..bhn adopted the two lions passont coat in 1185, he may not only
have been adopting a shield very similar to that of his father, but may also
have been choosing a version of his deceased older brother's arms which were
now in a sense vacant. Moreover, since the death of the Young King, John
hela first place in his father's affection so that it would not have been surprising if both the Young King and John had carried shields equally similar to
that of their father. As for the fourth son, Geoffrey, knighted in 1178, he
would probably have been using distinctive arms as duke of Brittany; the
death of his older brother in 1183 does not seem to have a Itered his position
in the family ronks in any significant way.
Henry's reign was clearly important in the development of the
royal arms, and it is almost certain that he was the first king of England to use
armorial bearings. 86 However, as with the Empire over which he ruled, there
remained after his death little certainty as to their future; indeed, by the end
of the century, King John had forsaken his two lions shield in favour of the
newer shield of his late brother Richard - three lions passant guarclant.
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Chapter 5
RICHARD I : 1189-1199

The King of England, that most fearful lion was
aroused ••. and roared horribly, burning with a
ra ge worthy of such a beast.
The Chronicle of Richard of Devizes
of the Time of Richard I
Richard the Lionheart, who succeeded to his father's vast territories in July 1189, used two shield devices. 1 Not surprisingly they both
consisted of a lion or I ions. Between his accession and at least 1195 Richard
bore a single lion rampant, and for the remainder of his life until 1199 he bore
the distinctive coat which has ever since remained the royal arms of England
and still today holds premier place in the sovereign's shield - Gules, three
lions passant guardant or. 2 Richard was thus the first English monarch to use
this particular coot. Both his shield devices are depicted on his equestrian
great seals (figs. 17 and 18),3 whLch hence supply the dates, though there is
also other evidence that he was clearly associated with these 'arms'. 4

Fig. 17

First great seal of Richard I {1189- 1198),
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Fig. 18

Second great seal of Richard 1(1195- 1199).

A number of important questions can be raised reglrding Richard's
seals and the arms depicted upon them. Wnen and why did Richard change
his first great seal? Did this first great seal depict a single lion rampant as
stated above, or did it in fact depict two lions combatant, that is, two lions
rampant facing one another (fig. 19)? Why did Richard change his arms at the
same time as his seal? And finally, why did he subsequently choose three
lions passant guordant for his new coat? Some of these questions have already
been answered, some have been given undue emphasis, others have been largely ignored .
When and why did Richard change his great seal?
Fortunately this question has been fully answered elsewhere. 5
The English Exchequer accounts or 'pipe rolls' as they are called, reveal that
Richard hod his second great seal cut some time between t-ky 21st and Michaelmas 1195. 6 The reason for this new seal appears to have been the straightforward one of financial gain. Richard was never slow to seize on opportunity
to raise ready cosh, be it for the Crusades, his French wa rs, or otherwise; he
is even reported to have once declored 'I would have sold london if I could
have found a bidder'. 7 By creating a new great seal he was able to dec lore
all existing charters under the old seal void unless renewed under the new seab
for this service he could make a monetary charge. This may therefore explain
the delay between Michaelmas 1195 and Spring 1198 in putting the new seal
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into use. When it was made known that 01/ charters under the old seal needed
to be regranted, a general outcry ogoinst the proceedings may have forced the
King to abandon the project, and to continue using his old seal.
later on,
however, financial stress may have forced him to put his pion into action .
While it is true that the old seal had fallen into enemy hands when Richard
was in captivity (1192-93) its continued use after his return suggests that the
creation of a new seal was not in response to the appearance of forgeries. 8
Thus, for over two years at least I between 11 95 and 1198, there were two
great seals in existence. The first depicted a single lion rampant, and the
second the new three lions coat of England.
Did Richard 's first great seal depict a single lion or two lions combatant?
While the fundamental questions concerning Richard's arms must
surely be why did he change his arms in 1195, and why to three lions passont
guardont, these have in roct been largely overshadowed by the controversy
surrounding the shield device depicted on his first great seal. This seal depicts
the King on horseback galloping to the right (fig.l7). Only one half of his
heavily-curved shield is visible, and that bears 0 complete lion rampant towords the sinister (that is, the left of the shield-bearer ), and therefore facing
to the centre of the shield, which is marked by a boss. Because only the
right half of the shield is shown, it has been suggested that there was intended
to be another lion symmetrica lIy opposite on the hidden, left-hand side of the
shield facing towards the visible lion. 9 In support of this theory it can be
argued that the visible lion is facing to the sinister, whereas heraldic charges
normally face to the dexter (that is, the right of the shield-bearer).

Fig. 19

Suggested arms of Richard I as used by him
before 11 95.
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Therefore, if Richard's. lion is not to be on anomaly there must be a further lion
balancing the visible lion. This would then produce a perfectly acceptable
heraldic coat, namely, two lions combatant.

,

Furthermore, literary evidence has been put forward to prove that
this was the case. While on Crusade in 1191 Richard used a saddle the back
of which, according to the eye-witness account known as the Itinerory of
Richard I, was painted 'with two little golden lions facing and snorling at one
another, each stretching out one of its forelegs against that of the other as if
to maul [its opponentJ'. 10
It has also been noted that the 'contemporary'
poet, William the Breton, spoke of 'the gaping jaws of the [plurol1 lions' on
Richard's shield when he was still Count of Poitou. 11 Since this would have
been a number of years before Richard first used his three lions coat he clearly
must have been previously using a shield charged with more than a sing le lion
rampant.
It is possible, however, to raise a number of objections to these
arguments. That the lion device is shown in toto on only one half of the
shield need not necessarily mean that a second lion was repeated on the hidden
side. Both Richard's three lions possant guardant and John's two lions passont
as u,rd of Ireland are depicted on their seals virtually wholly within the visible
ha Ives of their shields (see figs. 18 and 16). 12 Similarly, both the seal (1171)
of Ph i lip d' Alsace Count of Flanders (1168-1191), and the first sea I of Pa trick
sixth Earl of Dunbar (1248-1289) depict a Iion who Ily with in the v is ible ha If
of their owner's shields, 13 and yet both these seals depict on the reverse their
owner's shield of arms - a single lion rampant (figs. 20-22). 14 The some is
true of contemporary manuscript illumination. The heavily-curved shield of
Alphonso IX, King of leon (1188-1230), for example, is similarly charged
with a lion rampant wholly on the visible surface, yet as king of leon he is
known to hove borne the familiar single-lion coat of that Kingdom (fig.26). 15
It might then be asked why the engraver faced Richard's lion to the
sinister, if not to counterbalance an opposite lion? In other words, why create
a design that might be ambiguously interpreted, since by itself the lion to the
sinister was something of an anomaly? The simple answer is that to the twelfthcentury engraver the design was in no way suggestive of ambiguity for, as we
shall see, he could well hove depicted Richard's lion facing either way. The
fact that the King is portrayed galloping to the right simply meant that it would
be easier to fit the whole lion into the visible portion of the shield by having
the lion also face the sinister, towards the centre of the shield. Thus the
seals of Philip d'Alsace and Patrick sixth Earl of Dunbar, portray the lions in
exactly the same way as on Richard's seals and yet both these men are known
to have borne single lions rampant.
Had the individual seal engravers of these
three men attempted to show the lions on the visible shield-halves facing to the
dexter (that is, the normol way for heraldic charges to face) and turning away
from the centre of the shield, there would in fact be a much better case for
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Fig. 20

Seal of Philip d'Aisac(',
C()un( of Flanders (c. JJ 70)
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~uerying whether there were two lions on the one shield since lions back to
back ('addorsed') appear to be more common in early heraldry than lions face
to face. 16

Whatever the case, it is extremely doubtful whether Richard's seal
designer realised that he might be creating what for armorists was an ambiguous
design. The fact is that singl~ lions on shields at the end of the twelfth century could face in either direction. Philip d' Alsace's second seal and counterseal
(fig. 23) show the Count galloping to the right and left respectively . .A.gain he
carries a lion rampant on his shield but now it faces in the opposite direction dexter. 17 Moreover, the device is repeated identically on his banner. The
Count had not changed his arms between the two seals, nor was the second seal
designer incorrect in showing his lion design differently; it was simply that in
this rudimentary stage in the development of heraldry, long before treatises on
the subject had been written, lions like any other heraldic beast could be portrayed facing either way. 18 Patrick's predecessors and successors in the Earldom of Dunbar all bore the lion facing in a direction different from that of
Patrick's seal. 19 Simon de """ntfort, Earl of Leicester, the Crusader (d. 1218),
bore the lion rampant on his shield sometimes to the sinister (fig.24), and at
other times, like the remainder of his family, to the dexter. 20 Ferdinand II
of Leon (1157-1188) bore a lion ramfX1nt to the sinister on his shield, yet his
son and successor, Alphonso IX, faced it to the dexter (figs.25 and 26). 21
Before the period of the heraldic treatises then, it does not seem to have been
particularly important which way heraldic charges faced. 22 That Richard's
lion on his first great seal faced the sinister would not have seemed irregular.
That it is shown wholly within the right half of the shield was simply the engraver's way of depicting the whole design of an equestrian portroit in profile.
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Fig. 23

Countersealof
Philip d'Alsace,
Count of Flanders (c. 1181)
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Fig. 24

~~

Seal of Simon
de Montfort, the
Crusader (c. 1195)

'.

Fig. 25

Fig. 26

Ferdinand II. King of Leon (J /57- / 188)
(From the Cartulary of Santiago (Turnbo A))

Alphonso IX, King of Leon (J /88- 1230)
(Cartulary of Santiago (Turnbo A))
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The evidence of the saddle design can be questioned. Firstly,
decorated saddles were not uncommon and were often :tainted with rando:TI designs or associative devices (compare figs .8 and 26). 3 That Richard was
I ikewise decorated need not have been particularly significant. No attempt,
for example, was made on his first great seal to depict any design upon the
saddle. The author of the Itinerary, in describing the saddle, has not singled
it out for special attention . On the some occasion he describes in equal detail Richard's clothes, hot, sword and staff, as well as his mlgnificent Spanish
charger. At\areover, this same chronicler, who later describes Richard's
bonner, mlkes no suggestion that the King's saddle depicted the royal arms.
Secondly, the description of the saddle does not correspond to the
view that Richard's shield device was two lions combatant. The saddle is described as portraying two I ions facing one another each with one foreleg
stretched out against that of the other. In early depictions of lions rampant,
both forelegs were raised above (sometimes one was level with) the beast's
shoulder (compare figs. 23 and 24).24 Had this been the case on Richard's
saddle, we might have expected the chronicler to mention that both forelegs
were thrust out compatively against those of its opponent; yet he specifically
states that only one foreleg of each animal is in such a position. The most
likely interpretation, therefore, of his words is surely that the lions facing
one another are passant, that is, with three legs firmly on the ground with one
foreleg 'stretched out as if to maul'. 25 In any case, whatever the stance of
the little lions on the back of Richard's saddle their significance should not
be exaggerated, since they were probably nothing more than mere decoration.
An excellent contemporary example of this can be seen in the portrait of
Alphonso IX (fig.26). His shield bears a lion rampant, but the lion that
decorates the back of his saddle is either passan t, or possibly even statant
(that is, with all four legs on the ground),
Equally the evidence of William the Breton that Richard, before
he was king, bore a shield charged with lions may also be discounted. It
seems that rather than a two lions combatant shield the poet had the three
lions coot very much in mind when describing Richard's shield. The Philippide
was written some thirty years after the event which it is describing, and in
the intervening period the three lions coot hod come to be close ly associated
with the English royal family, ha ving been used by three successive kings of
England. In view of this it would not have been unnatural for William to
have ascribed these well-known arms to the young heir to the th rone before
1189. In another thirty years time N\atthew Paris was to attribute the same
coat to all the kings of England since the Norman Conquest.
It would be
rash, therefore, to cite this poem as evidence that before 1195, indeed before
1189, Richard was us ing two Iions combata nt .
The question must now arise whether or not there is any positive
evidence that Richard initially bore a single lion rampant coot. His father moy
have done so, certainly his uncle William FitzEmpress and his half-brother
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William longesp&e did, and later Richard himself was to use:J single-lion
device for his crest. Fortunately the very same author who so carefully
described Richard's vestments and saddle did not omit to also describe the
royal banner that the King would have been using before 1195. This he
states clearly bore a single lion (ad regium cum leone vexillum ); 26 since
a single lion passant was a rare coat and did not suit itself easily to the
tall, upright banners (as well as shields) used in the late twelfth century presumably this lion would have been rampant.
The Itinerary ':lOd the Old
French account of the Third Crusade by Ambroise, both of which stem from a
common eye-witness source but neither of which is a translation of the other,
agree on this description of Richard's banner. V In view of this and the lock
of clear evidence to the co~trary, it seems highly unlikely that Richard bore
two I ions combatant 0"'1 his first great seal.
Why did Richard change his arms?
Of greater significance thon the device on Richard's first seal
is the fact that shortly before or in 1195, the King changed h is arms . Exactly
why he did so is obviously impossible to say, but a simple explanation might
lie in the fact that a single-lion shield W..JS not distinctive enough for a great
warrior king such as Richard. The need for clearly recognisable devices was
particularly acute in the Holy Land. 28 Furthermore, the introduction of
more sophisticated armour, particularly the barrel-helm (which Richard wears
on his second great seal), resulted in shields and banners becoming more and
more indispensable as a means of rec~nition.
Yet Richard must have been only one of a great number of men
bearing a single-lion rampant coot. W1any kinds of men from kings right down
to middling knights all used this same single device. 7J In the very first rolls
of arms the Iion is qu ite clearly the most Cammon charge. Out of the 127
different coats portrayed in the Matthew Paris shields (c. 1244-1259) twentyseven :lfe I ions, and these are usually rampant. 30 The I ion may have
traditionally been considered a royal beast, but this does not seem to have
hindered the large assortment of men who subsequently adopted it as their own
personal device. In short, there could have been little that was distinctive
about Richard's single-lion coot. Indeed, all the chroniclers give pride of
place to his dragon standord, long associated with the English kings. 31
If Richard was unhappy with his rather commonplace coat of arms,
then at the same time he was probably also determined to exchange them for a
much more meaningful and distinctive coati the likelihood is that he hod just
such a shield in mind. Faced with the grO'Ning intransigence of his brother
John in England, Richard may well have decided to make a clear identification with the Kingdom he had inherited from his father by adopting arms
identical or at least very similar to those of Henry II. Since the late King
had probably used two lions possont, 32 Richard rTl'ly well have decided that
he would discard his own shield in favour of a very different coat reflecting
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this m::>re distinctive and prestigious shield. The need to cut a new great seal
in 1195, moreover, would have conveniently afforded him the opportunity to
make a radical alteration in the royal arms since the new seal itself (on which
his arms wou ld be displayed) needed to be substantially different in design
from its predecessor (so that existing charters under the old seal would not
It is Richard's second great seal,
escape the profitable process of renewal).
therefore, that supplies us with the earliest evidence of his new shield design three lions passant guardont.
Why three lions possant guardant?
To answer this question it is necessary to look at the situation in
England in 1194 and 1195 since it was in the latter year that Richard seems to
have first used his new coat of arms. On his return from the Holy land in
1194, Richard's position was fairly secure despite the actions of his brother
John, Count of Mortain! and his own period of captivity. 33 Nevertheless,
he still needed to ensure that he was the recognised ruler of the Kingdom, and
on 17 April he was once again acclaimed the rightful king of England in a
second 'coronation' ceremony. 34 Over the course of the following year
Count John and a number of his supporters, as well as those who had allied
themselves to the king of France, hod their lands forfeited, and John himself
was barred altogether from the Kingdom. 35 Amongst those disseised by
Richard at this time were two very notable men, Hugh IV, Count of St Pol,
and Thomas, Count of St Walery. 36 At some time then between 1194 and
1195, the lands of the Count of Mortain, the Count of St Pol, and the Count
of St Walery were all confiscated and placed in the King's hands . 37 Furthermore, all three men, because of their previous independent associations with
Henry II, bore the same coat of arms, two lions possant. 38 Thus it may be
that in 1194 and 1195 this particular coat was very much associated with
certain individuals of the rebel camp. Certainly it must have been well
known that they were the arms of the leading rebel exponent Count John.
Richard may have decided at this time that another means (other
than his coronation) whereby he might emphasise his rightful position as regards
the throne would be to inherit his fother's royal arms. Had he planned to do
this in 1194 he would, however, have been faced with the embarrassing possibility of having to adapt the some arms as those of his most notable adversaries,
since Henry II's arms were also very probably two lions possant. Perhaps to
overcome this situation, Richard added a third lion possant guardant to the
existing two. In this way he was able not only to create arms closely related
to those of his father, whose Kingdom he had inherited and which he wos
determined to keep, but also to produce for himself a very distinctive and
handsome design which was certainly uncommon in the twelfth century. Moreover, he could now be more easily recognised by his shield device. Four lions
passant guaroont, whilst constituting on even more distinctive coat, would
have been too complicated and overcrowded a design to be clearly distinguishable in bottle, and lions rampant on the other hand would nat hove reflected
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his father's premier lions passant coat.
Three Iions passont guardant was
therefore the most sensible and desirable option at the time.
To summarise, then, Rich:ud may hove been w~nting for some
time to change his single-lion coat for more distinctive armorial bearings.
The threat to his position in England in 1194 possib ly indvced him to adopt
arms similar to those of his father, but for various reasons over the course of
1194 and 1195 these new arms could not be identical to those of Henry II.
Moreover, he needed some new device for his second great seal in order to
Having chosen new orms, he theredistinguish it clearly from the old one.
fore had then incorporated in the new sea I produced some time between May
and Michoelmas 1195, and it was this design that his brother and successor,
John, later chose to adopt on his accession in 1199 .
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CONCLUSION

Three leopards of fine gold set on red; cou ront,
fierce, haughty and cruel; to signify that like them the
Ki ng is dreadful to his enemies, for his bite is slight to
none who brave his cnger.

The Siege of Coerlaverock (c.1300)

•

-.

John's accession in 1199 was by no means everywhere undisputed.
Whereas he was received as king of England and duke of Normandy without
opposition, the nobles of Anjou, Moine and Touraine recognised Arthur of
Brittany, his you ng nepnew in a senior line, as their lie ge lord according to
the custom of their counties. 1 It may be, then, that John would otherwise
have been quite happy to continue with the arms he hod been us ing for the past
fourteen years and which very probably reflected his father's even older shield,
but faced with this very real threat to his position he chose instead to adopt his
brother's arms, which were scarcely five years old (and which may have been
adopted portly in opposition to his own two lions coat). as an immediate indication to all that he hod indeed come into Richard's full inheritance. 2 Thus,
the adoption of his brother's shield - the three lion s possont guordant - in 1199
was probably not a foregone conclusion, and different circumstances might have
dictated different subsequent heraldic events.

It may seem strange that it took so long for the leading family in
the realm to settle for a particular coot.
However, succession to the English
throne between 1066 and 1199 was no easy matter.
In comparison with the
Capetian kings of France who prudently beg:lt at least one male heir each, and
whose hereditary associative device, the fleur de Iys, therefore stretched way
bock into the eleventh century, the kings of England all too often had to fight
for their throne. William Rufus and Richard I were the only two kings to succeed their fathers on the Anglo-Norman throne during this period. This insecurity and instability as regards the succession within the ruling family may
well have been reflected in its lote adoption of a single, hereditary shield.
Even as late as 1199 John could choose between two shields of almost equal
merit, both reflecting different familial and political interests.
Nevertheless, a common thread does run though the pottern of
twelfth-century royal heroldry, namely, the lion of England. As an associative
device it con be traced bock to the reign of Henry Ii certoinly Henry II's
father, Count Geoffrey, used lions on his shield.
The importance attached
to this device can best be seen in the way in which it was adopted in one form
or another not only by the descendants of Henry I, but olso by those closely
associated with the ruling house.
Indeed, it is often only by examining the
known arms of such individuals that we con build some sort of picture of those
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Fig. 27

The royal arms today,
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of the monarchs themselves and follow their development into the thirteenth
century when, at the cuttino of a new seal for Henry III in 1218, the arms of
the king of Englond were unquestionobly tok~n to be three lions fXlSSont
guordonl, and hove remained so ever since.
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Notes to INTRODUCTION
1.

For an explanation of heraldic terms used in this book see the
glossory on pp.1l4-15.

2.

This and other romantic tales can be found in A. Brunet, The Royal
Armorie of Greet Britain from the time of the Ancient Britons to the
reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria: The Institution of Chivalry and
the Origin of Emblematic Insignia of Ancient N<Jtions (london, 1839),
p.145. For the reason why Geoffrey is supposed to have adopted
the badge, see G. White, 'The Plantagenet Enamel at Le M:ms', CP.,
xi, Appendix G, pp. 133-42 (p.140 note (e)); ond A. L. Poole, Domesday Book to Magna Corto, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1955), p.129, n.2 .

3.

H.S. london, Royal Beasts (Heraldry Society, 1956).

4.

The best account, though brief, is W. J. Petchey, The Armorial
Bearings of the Sovereigns of England, 2nd ed. ( london, 1977). The
much larger work by J. H. and R. V. Pinches, The Ralol Herc:!:l!Y...'?!
Eng land (London, 1974 ) is lavishly illustrated, tho'Jgh the text needs
to be read with some caution; likewise, The Royal Arms: its Graphic
and Decorative Development (London, 1980) by Charles Hasler.
'The Royal Heraldry of England' in several parts by C.R . HumpherySmith and M. G. Heenan in the Heraldry Society's, The Coot of Arms,
vi -ix (1960-67), is an admirable piece of work attempting to encompass in serial form the whole history of the royal a rms . Unfortunately
it must be a skeleton account, and has therefore little fa sayan the
origins of the royal arms. The Rev . E.E. Darling's Leopards of
England (London, 1913) is a straightforward account contoining
nothing new. References to early royal and princely heraldry of
Scotland and Wales can be found in the well-res earched booklet by
C.J. Holyoake, Heraldic Notes on the [Great Britons) Issue of
Postage Stomps (Canterbury, 1976) . J.P. Brooke-little's Royal
Hero Idry: Beasts and Badges of Brito in (Derby, 1978) is an excellent
introduction to the whole subject, but again is only intended os a
basic guide.

5.

See especially J.R, Planche, The Pursuivant of Arms: or Heraldry
Founded upon Facts Cfirst published: 1851 J, 3rd ed. (London, 1873).

6.

L. Bouly de Lesdain, 'Etudes heraldiques sur Ie Xlle stee le' , Annuaire
du conseil heraldique de France, xx (1907), 185-244; J. f.Aarchand,
'L'ort heraldique d'apres 10 litteroture du Moyen Age. les Origines:
10 Chonson de Rolond', I.e Moyen Age, xlv;; (1937 ), 37-43;
P. Adam-Even, 'Les usages heraldique au milieu du Xlle siecle',
Archivum Heroldicum, 1963, AO lxxvii, Bull . no.2-3, pp.18-29.
Much of this meterial is summarised in the introduction to G. Brault,
Eorly Blozon (Oxford, 1972).
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7.

On the subiect of lion or leopard, see Oswald BOTTon, article on
'Heraldry', in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed . (1910), 311-30
(p .325); and H. S. london' s 'lion Guardant or Regordant', Coot of
Arms, ii (1952-53), 194-95, and 'lion or leopard' , ibid ., 291-22.

B.

Gera Id of Wa les, writing c .1217, talks of the 'pards ond I ions' of
the English (0 leop:1rd was a cross between a lion (leo) and a pard)
(,De Instructione Principis' in Opera, ed. J.S. Brewer, J.R. Dimock
and G.R. Worner, B vols (RS., 1861-91), viii. 320).
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Notes to Pod I, Chopter I, HERALDRY, THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
1.

See esp. W.S. Ellis, Antiquities of Heraldry (london, 1869), in
which the author sought to establish links between heraldry and the
devices of other civilisations, distant both in time and space. A
detailed and sensible approach to the subiect of the origins of
heraldry con be found in Leon ...Iequier's new edition of D. L. G ::d breath 's
Manuel du Bloson ( lausanne, 1977), chapter 1.
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In VergiJ's Aeneid, for example, Aventinus carries a shield dev ice
( insigne paternum ) inherited from his fother (Aeneid, book vii, 1.657);
for further references to quasi-heraldic shield devices in classical
literature see A.C. Fox-Davies, A Complete GJide to Heraldry
( London, 1909), 6-10.
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In 1660 John Gibbon, later Bluemcntle Pursuivant, was amazed to
see the shields and bodies of the native red Indians in Virginia
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of the human Race' (A.R. Wagner, Heralds of England (london, 1967),
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1933); S. Bolton, 'Some Aspects of ..bpanese Heraldry and Genealogy', Coat of Arms, vii(1962), 110-15; P.M. Spiegel, '..bpanese
Hero Idry - A Study of Mon', Parts 1, 2 and 3, Coot of Arms, vol. ix
(1966-67), 128-38, 166-76, 204-8; ond W. H. Comte RUdt de
Collenberg, 'Byzantinische Proto-heraldik des Xten und Xlten
Jahrhunderts', Communication of 11th International Congress of
Genealogical and Heraldic Sciences (Munich, 1974).
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Caesar, The Conquest of G:Jul, tr. S.A. Handford (Harmondsworth,
1951 ), p.136.

5.

William of fv\olmesbury, De Gestis Regum Anglorum, ed. W. Stubbs,
2vols(RS., 1887-89), ii. 305; EHD., ii, p.291.

6.

True heraldic devices should be both hereditary and at some point
displayed upon the shield. Although the hereditary nature of arms
owes much to the peacetime use of seals (see below, pp.30-31),
which as indications of ownership come to be handed down from father
to son, it must also be remembered that true hera Idry are those hereditary devices centred upon the shield - a piece of military equipment.
Early seal devices were very often not depicted as such, and in mony
cases were nothing more than their owner's badge or associative
device, e.g. the hereditary secl device of the earls af Devon . For
the view that heraldry owes more to sec Is than ta warfare, compare
the passage quoted in T. Innes, Scots Heraldry, rev. M.R. Innes
( London and ~dinburgh, 1978), p.12; and I. h'lackoy, 'Whence
Armory?', Coot of Arms , xii (1971 ),107-14.
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7.

Gerold of WOles, 'De Principis Instructione', Opera, viii. 320-21.

8.

Some early shield designs seem to owe their origins to the metal
shield strengtheners; thus the borders or the boss of the shield might
be decorated (comp:He Florence of Worcester describing the gilded
boss and studs on a Saxon shield, Chronicon ex Chronic is, ed.

B. Thorpe, 2 vol, (London, 1848-49),
9.

n.

195) .

At such on early stage in the development of shield design and
heraldry, and in the light of the purely decorative mode of the
Tapestry in which men's horses and vestments as well as shields are
wont to change colour and shope, perhaps the inconsistency of shield
devices portrayed should not be given too much importance ' compare
J. N\ann, 'Arms and Armour', in The Bayeux Tapestry, ed. F.M.
Stenton (London, 1957), 56-69 (p.65); and P.E. Bennett, 'Encore
Turold dans 10 Topisserie de Bayeux', Annales de Normandie, 30e
Annee, no . ; (1980), 3-13 (e,p. pp.7-9).

10.

Song of Roland, tr. by H. S. Rober"on (London, 1972) ".1276, 1299,
1354, 1600, 1810 . See olso J . M~rchand, ort. eit., and G. Brault,
~., p.29; for '0 guartiers' see Brault, p.266. Compare the
seemingly non-heraldic, 'beautiful painted shields' in Jordan Fontosme,
'The Metrical Chronicle of Jordan Fontosme', in Chronicles of the
Reigns of Stephen, Henry II and Richard I, ed . R. Howlett, 4 vols
(RS., 1884-89), Hi. 202-377 (p . 297), 1.1114.

11.

See P. Gras, 'Aux origines de I'hera/dique: 10 decoration des
bovcliers an debut du XII si~cle d'opr~s
Bible de CHecux',
d. l'Ecole de,
dx (1951), 198-208; the
dream of Henry I by John of
II . Oxon., clvii, fo.382 (illd. in
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ed.from
J.R.H.
Weaver
"0T~~~~~~f!-~~*~E~~~~fZ:*,
.1160)
the Winchester
Bible depicting the story of David: Pierpont Morg::rn Library, Lib.
619v (illd in C.M. Kauffmann, A Survey of fo.Aanuscripts Illuminated
in the British Isles, iii: Romanesque Iv\anuscripts, 1066-1190 ( london,
1975), p.9). For earlier MS illumination of shield patterns see
Lynn White s,. Medievol Technology and Social Change (Oxford,
1962), 150-51.

12.

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, tr. G.N. Gormonsway ( london, 1972), 'E'
version, sub anna 878, p .77 and n.5 i for further references see
N. lukman, 'The Raven Bonner and the Changing Ravens', Classica
et Med;evola, x;x (1958), 133-5l.

13 .

Geoffrey of Monmouth , The His.torio Regum Brita nnia e of G'3affrey af
Monmouth, ed. A . Griscon, reprinted (Geneva , 1977), 419-20, 438,
483; fr. by lewis Thorpe, Histary of the Kings af Britain (Harmondsworth, 1966), 202, 217, 248i Wace, Le Roman de Brut de Wace, ed.
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Ivor Arnold, 2 vols (Pv';;;, 1938-.40), ::.9203-00. f u. fu.-ilu:~r .efe.ences see J . S.P. Tatlock, 'The Dragons of Wessex and Wales',
Speculum, viii (1933), 223-35; Holyoake, Heraldic Notes on the
Issue of Postage Stamps, pp.23-24, 35-42 (esp. pp.39-40)i ond
Brault, Early Blazon, p.23, n.3.
14.

See below, p . 98, n.9.

15 .

William of Poitiers, Gesta Guillelmi ducis Normannorum et regis
Ai1glorum, ed. R. Foreville (Paris, 1952), p.224; William of
Mnlmesbury, De Gestis Regum, ii. 302. For Harold's dragon standard
(fig.l) see Tatlock, ':Irt. ciL, and references cited there.

16.

Bede, History of the English Church and People, tr. l. Sherley-Price
(Harmondsworth, 1968), pp.132, 341 (compare p.l59; ond also
Henry of Huntingdon, Historia Anglorum, ed. T. Arnold (RS., 1879),
p.57) .

17.

See below, p.54.

18 .

William of ,\I\almesbury (op.cit., ii. 298) states that in 1066 Horold
chose his standard-bearers according to their military skill and wisdom. Names of standard-bearers are given by Orderic Vitalis, The
Ecclesiastical History, ed. and tr. M. Chibnall, 6 vals (Oxford,
1969-1980), ii. 7, 123; iii. 125; v.79, 239; vi. 237; Henry of
Huntingdon, pp.121, 224; Roger of Howden , Chronica, ed . W.
Stubbs, 4 vols (RS., 1868-71), iii 129; 'The Itinerary of Richard I',
in Chronicles and Memorials of the Reign of Richard I, 2 vols (RS.,
1864-65), i. 415; and Ambroise, l'Estoire de 10 Guerre Sainte, ed.
G . Poris (Paris, 1897), 11.11433-34 (for the relationship between
the 'Itinerary' and Ambroise see below, p.72).

19 .

Raymond d' Aguilers, 'Historia francorum qui ceperent Iherusa lem',
in RHC.Occ., iii. 231-309 (p.247)i and in trans . by J.H. and
L. L. Hill (Philadelphia, 1968), pAD.

20 .

Anna Comnena, Alexiad, tr. E.R.A. Sewter (Harmondsworth, 1969),
p.173; quoted by R. Denn)'s, ~ne neroidic imagination (London,
1975), p.26 . In the Roland the loss of his dragon standard convinced
the pogan emir, 'That he is wrong and Charlemagne is right' upon
which the Saracens fell silent (11.3551-55). Captured standards were
great prizes in war, and were often donated to churches or religious
houses {William of Poitiers, p . 224; Orderic Vitalis, v . 181-183, 189;
vi. 241; Gesta Francorum, ed . and fT. R. Hill (london, 1962),95-97;
Henry of Huntingdon, p.203; and Howden, Chronica, iii. 108) .

21.
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Orderic Vitolis, ii. 309; v.93, 173; vi. 29; 'Itinerary', pp.l64,
202, 233-34, 355; Ambroise, 11.821 - 39, 9311-9326; Richard of
Devizes, Chronicles of the Time of Richard I, ed. and tr. J. T. Appleby
(London, 1963), p.24; and Howden, Chronica, iii. 58. During the
3rd Crusade the raising of bonners over various cities by the individual
leaders led to a number of disputes, the. most famous being in 1191
when Richard cast down from the walls of Acre the standard of the
Duke of A'Jstria (see K. Norgate, Richard the lion Heart (london,
1924), pp.I65-66, 330-31; John Gillingham, Richard the lionheort
(london, 1978), pp.176-77; and Poole, Domesday Book to Mogna
Carta, p.362, n.l.).
22.

Gesta Froncorum, pp.71, 92; S. RuncitTY.Jn, A History of the Crusades,
3 vols (Combridge, 1951-54), i, 286-87.

23.

Norgate, ~., p.l1. For other examples see F. L. Ganshof,
Feudalism, tr. P. Grierson, 3rd ed. (London, 1964), pp.viii and
frontispiece, 126; and M. Bloch, Feudal Society, tr. l.A. M.Jnyon,
2 vols (london, 1962), i, p.173 and pl.v.

24.

Geoffrey of Monmouth, ed. Griscon, p.487, tr. Thorpe, p.251;
'The Chronicle of Richard of Hexham' in Chronicles of the Reigns of
Stephen, Henry II and Richard I, iii. 139-78 (pp.162-63); 'Itinerary',
pp.249-SO. For the 'Standard' see also below, p.100, n.35. Standards
have been used as rallying points since O.T. Times (Numbers, i.52,
ii,2,34); comp:ue Raymond d'Aguilers (c. 1097): 'They CtheCrusoding
hostJ come together each one to his sign (signum) and to his cognatio~' (RHC.Occ., iii.259).

25.

For evidence that contingents (conrois) were organised round individual
gonfanonssee J.F. Verbr.Jggen, 'La toctique militaire des armees de
chevaliers', Revue du Nord, xxix (1947), 161-80; R.A. Brown,
Normans and the Norman Conquest (london, 1969), p.172 n .147.
Lords led their own retinues in battle (for examples see C.W. Hollister,
Military Organization of Norman England (Oxford, 1965), pp.88-89),
and in the later 12th century men were grouped under knights-bonneret
(Histoire de Guillaume Ie fv\arechal, ed. P. Meyer, 3 vols (Paris,
1891-1901), 11.4750-76).

26.

The practice appeared c.mid-12th century; see le Ramon de Troie par
Beno'i't de Sainte M:lure, ed. l. Constans (Poris, 1904-12), 11.672122; Adam-Even 'les usages heraldiques', pp.20-21; and Expugnotio
Hibernico: The Conquest of Ireland by Giraldus Cambrensis, ed. and
tr. A.B. Scott and F.X. Martin (Dublin, 1978), p.168. The use of
livery appeared as early os 1218 (N. Denholm-Young, History and
Heroldry (Oxford, 1965), pp.17-18; compare the passage quoted
below, p.35 ) .

27.

For 'differencing' in general see below, ppAo- . .11
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28.

Histoire de Guillaume Ie Marechol, 1.1478; S. Pointer, William
In 1187 the arms of Henry II were
Marshal (Baltimore, 1933), p.24.
repeated on his knights' banners (see below, p . 54) .

29.

The seal of William II, King of Sicily, bore a cross surrounded by the
note : 'This sign (signa ) he causes to be borne before hi m by his
standard-bearer when he goes forth to battle' (illd in Howden,
Chronica, ii. 98 ). Arthur is 'said to have borne the image of the
Virgin Mary on his shield 'for remembrance' (Geoffrey of Monmouth,
ed. Criscon, p.438i tr. Thorpe, p.217; Wace, Brut, 11.9293-96;
Brault, Early Blazon, pp.24-25); compare the harlot shield-device
of Duke William IX of Aquitaine, d.1l26 (William of t\IIalmesbury,
De Gestis Regum, ii. 510).

30.

Campdaveines = champ d'avoine, or field of oats. Another twelfthcentury seal device that was a pun on the family surname and later
become heraldic was the Luce (or pike ) of the lucys (BM. 11439
(doted 1135-54), ;lId Galbreath, Monuel du Bloson, p . 31 ).

31.

Golbreoth, lli;d . , p.21.

32.

Seal of Enguerrand Campdaveine (DA.69; DF.285).

33.

Secl of Anselm Compdave;ne (DP.209; DF . 287).

34.

As on the counterseo I (1223) of Hugh V, Count of St Pol (DA. 229) .

35.

Ddq . 10129 (doted 1146-55) . A seal is attoched to a charter of
Baldwin's: King's Callege, Combridge MS 'ZW4 (St James' Priory,
Exeter, Deeds), and is reproduced in William Dugdale's Monasticon
Angliconum new ed. (london, 1846), v, 106; I am grateful to Dr.
B.R, Kemp for having brought these charters to my notice, and also
to Mr R. Bearman, current Iy preparing a Ph. D. (London) on the
De Redvers charters, for confirming much of my findings on the family's
seals.

36.

BS.283; Bl. Cotton MS Julius C. vii, fo . 176v; Bl. Stowe MS 666,
fo.7; also seal attached to King's College, Cambridge MS 'ZW6 printed
in Monasticon Anglicanum, v, 106 .

37 .

Bl. Cotton MS ..k.dius C. vii, fo.139v; and Stowe MS 666, fo.6.

38.

Seal attached to King's CoiL, Cambridge MS 2'N12.

39 .

According to Planche, Pursuivant of Arms, pp.94, 99, and Ellis,
Antiquities of Heraldry, p . T81, Richard, 2nd Earl (Planche mistakenly colis him 3rd Earl ) changed his griffin device for a lion rampant
on his marriage with the granddaughter of Henry I. Both authors appear,
however t to have confused th e two Richards , the 2nd and 4th Earls ,
ond there is no evidence that either of these men ev er used a lion
shield. Richard, 4th Earl, is known to have used a single griffin
,passant on his seal before his brother's death (Cotton ..k.d ius C . vii,
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fo.176, and Stowe 666, fo.6v) but no seal survives for him as ear!.
According to ~., Ii (pp.l0, 65) the lion shield of the De Redvers
family was first used by Baldwin, 6th Earl (d.1245). The family tree
is as follows:
Ba ldwin de Redvers,
1st Earl, d. 1155.
[Griffin and Elephant ]

I
Richard,

=Denise,

2nd Earl,
d.1162.
[Griffin &

Elephant J

Ba ldwin, 3rd
Earl, d.1188,
[Gr iffin and
Elephant]

dau. &
coheir of

Reynold, Earl
of Cornwall.
i lIeg. son of
Henry I

William de Vernon,
5th Earl, d.1 217.
I Griffin & Elephant]

Richar-d. 4th Earl.

d.1193, [ Griff in
till 11681.
[Griffin and
Elephant till 1193?]

Ba ldwin,
d. 1216

Baldwin,
6th Earl,
d.1245 [Lio n]

40.

louis VII: 8M . 18075; note, louis used a number of counterseals,
compare Ddq. V; Philip II , BM . 18076; Ddq. 38 (both seols are
illd in the BM Cctalogue).

41.

Philip certainly used a royal standard ('Itinerary', pp.164-65, 371;
Howden, Chronica, iii. 112, 117)and Gerald ofWoles talks of the
French King, i.e. Philip (c.1217) using lilies on his shield (passage
quoted above, p.22) . Moreover, when Philip was crowned ioint
king during his father's lifetime he wore a blue dalmatic and blue
shoes sewn with little, golden fleurs delys (Barron, orticle on 'Heraldry',
Encyclopaedia Britannica, p.312). Also, his own son, later louis
VIII, as prince used a seal (1211 ) on which he carries a shield charged
with fle urs de lySi the counterseal is a shield semy of fleurs de Iys
(DA. I i BM . 19468) . That Philip used such a flory shield is inevi~"" ~!e .
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42.

BM.18077; Ddq.40. Useful references to the history of the fleur de
Iys can be found in Holyoake, op. cit., pp.52-54.

43.

The passage is quoted from Sir Ian Moncreiffe and Don Pottinger's
light-hearted account, Simple Heraldry (london, 1972), p.l0.

44 .

William of Molmesbury, De Gestis Regum, i. 215.

45.

William of PoHiers, p.190; EHD. t ii, 226; Boyeux Tapestry (see
fig.6) .
-

46.

Wace, Roman de ROUt ed. H. Andresen (Heilbronn, 1879), 11.76997706; quoted by A. R. Wagnert Heralds and Heroldry in the Middle
~, 2nd ed. (Oxford, 1956), p.121.

47.

les Roman de Chretien de Troyes, iv: Le Chevalier au lion (Yvain),
ed. M. Roque" reprinted (!'bri., 1971), 11.5985-6377.

48.

Ibid., 11.5874-77.

49.

The use of the term 'conoissances' in the Roland suggests that shield
devices were already becoming a means of recognition at the turn of
the eleventh century (see Brault, Early Blazon, pp.147-48).

50.

Orderic Vitalis, vi. 243, 247.

51.

William of PoHiers, p.4D; William of IVclmesbury, De Gestis Regum,
ii. 288; Wace, Rou, 11.4441-48, where he gives William a gold
shield; Adam-Eve;;-'Les usages heraldiques', pp.18-19. For the
date see D.C. Douglas, William the Conqueror ( london, 1964), p.59
n.7. See also D.J.A. Matthew, The Norman Conquest (london,
1966), p.132; and below, p.45.

52.

For example, in the Roland both the leaders, Charlemagne and
Baligont, who each carry decorated shields, only recognise one
another when each voices his war-cry (11.3564-66); Wace describes
a battle in which men could not distinguish friend from foe 'save only
by the war-cry they shouted'; compare Orderic Vitalis, v . 369, vi .
217,243; and Jordan Fantosme, 'Metrical Chronicle', 11.1776-79 .
It is not without significance that one of the lDtin words for a device
is the same as that for a war-cry: signum.

53.

In Thomas' Tristan, possibly written before 1160, a minor character
carries the same arms on his lance penant and shield (Thomas, les
Fragments du Roman de Tristan, ed. B.H. Wind (Geneva and Paris,
1960), Fragment Douce, 1l.909-12; Brault, Early 8lazon, pp.19-20) .

54.

During the First Crusade, for example, the Turks could see from a
distance 'the banner (signum) of the mighty Pope advancing' (Fulcher
of Chartres, tr. Ryan, p.I05; RHC.Occ., iii. 311-485 (p.348» );in
1174 William, King of Scotland, gadually discerned the banners of
the enemy initially believing them to be of his awn men (William of
Newburgh, 'Historia Rerum Anglicanum' in Chon., Stephen, Henry II,
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Richard I, i.184); compare Histoire de Guillaume -Ie tv'Iarechal,
11.4907 10.
55.

For a fictional, but strictly contemporary, example see les Romans
de Chretien de Troyes, ii: Cliges, e~. A. Micha, reprinted (Paris,
1975), 11.1815-39, where the hero and his men enter the besieged
town of Windsor disguised in the enemy's armSj even ships sailed
under false colours (Howden, Chronico, iii. 112).

56.

Ambroise, 11.9311; les Romans de Chre,t ien de Troyes, i: Erec et
Enide, ed. M. Roques, reprinted (Paris, 1978), 11.3947-56.

57 .

The same is probably true of helmets plinted with their OW'ners' arms
or device. These preceded the use of crests in the 12th century, and
may well have suggested the more solid and sophisticated crests later
used; see below, p.96, n. 47.

58.

For fan-shaped crests in Qenerai, see Fox-Davies, Complete Guide
to Heroldry, pp.327-330.

59.

OA. 52. Modelled crests also appear in the Aeneid of Heinrich von
Veldecke, illustrations produced c.121O-20 (see The Coot of Arms,
new series, voLii (1977), p.201; and Vesey Norman, The Medieval
Soldier (umdon, 1971), p.2250nd pI. 21.

60.

By Wagner,

61.

See C. T. Seltmon, Athens: Its History and Coinage before the Persian
Invasion (Cambridge, 1924), pp.xvii, 19-37; compare R. Mathieu,
~yst~me H6raldique Franpais (Pads, 1946), pp.14-15; and A.R.
Wagner, 'Some Aspects of Heraldry', The Genealogists M:I'gozine,
vii (1936), 217-27 (p.22I).

62.

See obove, p. 26. Dovid I (1124-53) and Malcolm IV (1153-65)
of Scotland used the same seal as Alexander I (1107-24), changing
only their names in the seal legend (Alexander I: 05.3075; David I:
05.3076; M>lcolm IV: 05.3077; The Acts of M,lcolm IV, King of
Scotland, 1153-65, ed. G.W . S. Borrow (Edinburgh, 1960), p.87).

Heralds and Heraldry, p.12.
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Notes to Port I, OlOpter 2, HERALDRY, PRODUCT OF A NEW AGE

1.

Two neglected areas, which may well hove been decisive to the widespread appeal of heraldry, are (i) the Normans and (ii) women.

2.

It was only Ioter that the potential of heraldry to fulfil a civil as well
as a martial need was fully realised. When this did happen, corporates
and colleges, priests and la ymen, came to share with kings and noblemen in the use of armorial bearings.

3.

See esp., R.H.C. Davis, 'What Happened in Stephen's Reign',
H;story, xl;v (1964), 1-12 (6-11); ond J.C. Holt, 'Pol;t;cs ond
Property in Early Medieval England', Post and Present , Ivii (1972),
3-52.
For Henry I see R.W. Southern, chapter on 'King Henry I' in

Medieval Humanism and Other Studies (Oxford, 1970), 206-33.
4.

Davis, art. cit., p.9; but compare Holt, art.cit., p.30.

5.

Orderic Vita lis, vi. 17; Southern, op. cit., passim .

6.

By Henry' (Pipe Roll 10 John (PRS., new series, xxiii, 1945), p.
'13; F.M. Stenton, First Century of English Feudalism, 2nd ed.
(Oxford, 1961 ), p.38).

7.

See esp., Davis, art. cit., passim.

8.

Theories va ry as to the date of incontrovertible heritable tenure in
England; for a summary see Holt, pp.3-4.

9.

•

The distinction between 'hereditability' and ' inheritance' has, not
surprisingly,been dealt with by legol historians. Prof. S.E. Thorne
in 'English Feudalism and Estates in L:md', Cambridge i.JJw Journal,
new series, vi (1959), 193-209, maintained that heirs only inherited
their land (that is, the land passed directl y to them from their
ancestors independent of the lord) towards the c lose of the 12th century i
otherwise they received land by hereditary tenure as early as the
second quarter of the 12th century. Prof. Thorne views the assize,
mort d'ancestor, as marking a special stage in the development of the
'true lord' (verusdominus).
More recently, Prof. S.F.C. Milsom
in The legal Framework of English Feudalism (Cambridge, 1976), pp.
179-86, regards the use of the writ of right, by taking the final
decision as to who was to succeed out of the lord's court (once supreme)
and into the county or royal court, as being of similarly high importance, and making 'the first and perhaps the decisive step in bringing
down the seignorial world'.
This development he sees as occurring
during the reign of Henry II. It is perhaps worth comparing Prof.
Holt's view in 'Politics and Property in Early Medieval England - A
Rejoinder', Post and Present, Ixv (1974), 127-35 (p. 123), where he
argues that for contemporaries the concepts of 'hereditability' and
'inheritance' were one, and that hereditability, involving the
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definition of the tenant's rights, especially of his power to alienate,
was a lawyer's notion, barely apfXlrent even in Glanville's day
(c.l189).
10.

See above, pp.25-26, and p.31 .

11.

For evidence that heraldry arose in England during Stephen's reign
see J.H. Round, Geoffrey de M:Jndeville (london, 1892), 392-96;
and also by Round, 'The Introduction of Armorial Bearings into
England', Archaeological Journal, Ii (1894),43-48. It has since
been shown that Wa leran, Earl of Worcester and Count of Meulan,
was using a truly heraldic device (a checky shield) as early as 1138
(G.H. White, 'The Wurenne Group of Checkered Shields', CP.,
x ii (i), Appendix J; for a full bibliography on Waleran's seal see
British Heraldry, ed, R. M:;rks and Ann Payne (london, 1978), p .16).
For continental examples of early armorial sea ls see A.R. Wagner,
chopter on 'Heraldry' in Medieval England, ed. A.l. Poole, 2 vols
(Oxford, 1958), i, 338-81 (pp.342-44).

12.

Fo·~ WMt follows see esp. G. Duby, 'The Diffusion of Cultural
Patterns in Feudal Society', Past and Present, xxxix (1968), 3-10.

13.

The Chronicle of Battle Abbey, ed. and tr. E. Se:Jrle (Oxford, 1980),

p.214.
14.

G~offrey of Monmouth, ed. Grisco;'l, p.457; tr. Thorpe, p.229.
G. Brault (Early Blazon, pp.29-30) views this supposedly Arthurian
use of a single colour as implying that Geoffrey regarded twelfthcentury heroldic ornament as containing an element of pretence;
it is, however, unlikely that heraldry in the 1130s when Geoffrey .....as
writing had reached anything like a meretricious state. Wace, writing
c.1160, though again supposedly of ancient times, states that no rich
man was without his gonfanon or other ensign (Rou, 11.3939-44;
passage quoted in Wagner, Heralds and Hercld,!Y, p.121).

15.

At Arsur, for example, on the 3rd Crusade the poldre (dus t or sand)
was so thick that men could not recognise each other (Ambroise,

11.6495-6500).
16.

The French adopted red crosses, the English white, and the Flemish
green (Howden, Chronica, ii. 335).

17.

Gesto Froncorum, pp.95-97; Fulcher of ChJrtres, ed. Fink, p.242;
'Itinerary', pp.190, 193; Ambroise, 11.1652-59.

18.

W . H. Comte Rlldt de Collenberg, 'Byzontinische Protoheraldik de
Xten und X/ten ..Iahrunderts'; GJ Ibreath, fv\onuel du Blos on, p. 22.

19.

M:.lyer, Soracenic Hero Idry, where the author cons iders Eastern dev ices
to be truly heraldic since they ware both hereditary and concerned
with armoury and the shield (pp .l, 40-41).
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20.

'Itinerary', pp.272-73; A!TIbroise, 11.6563-68.

21.

'Itinerary', p.273; Ambroise, 11.6575-77 i see Go Ibreath, M:.muel
du Blason, p.36, n.23; and above, p .25.

22.

There appear to be three groups of views as regJrds the Crusades and
heraldry: 0) those ascribing East to West influence, e.g. D.C.
Munro, The Kingdom of the Crusaders (New York, 1966), pp.193-94;
Joan Evans, Life in Medieval France (london, 1957), p.97; and
esp. C. Kephart, Origins of Heraldry, 2nd ed. (Washington, 1953),
and T.R. Davies, 'As it was in the Beginning', The Coat of Arms,
new series, vol. iii (1978-79),114-124; M:Jyer does not, however,
hold to this view; (ii) those believing the reverse to be true, i.e.
West to East influence, e.g. Lynn White Jr., Medieval Technology
and Social Change (Oxford, 1962), p.35; and finally (iii) those
who believe that the Crusades hod no effect on the hera Idry of either
civilisation.

23.

Items brought from the East (or adopted there by knights) were often
richly decorated with small charges in much the same way as heraldic
devices were to be used for decoration. In Beroul's version of the
Tristan legend, for example, Queen Iseult swears over relics placed
on a fine silken drapery from Nicea which is embroidered with small
animal figures (Beroul, The Romance of Tristan, ed. A. Ewart, 2 vols
(Oxford 1970), i, 1.4127; tr. A.S. Frederick, The Romance of
Tristan (Harmondsworth, 1970), p.140L compare the 'little lions' on
Geoffrey of Anjou's shoes (see below, p.47); the golden fleurs de
Iyson the shoes of the young Philip Augustus (see above, p. 88, nAl;
and the silver crescents adorning Richard's vest while he was on
Crusade ('Itinerary', p.197).

24.

Orderic Vita lis, v. 231.

25 .

For example, Geoffrey Duke of Brittany, son of Henry II, in 1186
(Howden, Chronica, ii. 309); and Geoffrey de N\ondeville, Earl af
Essex, ;n 1216 (CP, v, 129).

26 .

Pride of place in the tournament I ists went to the french knights who
were considered the military glory of the universe (Histoire de Guillaume
Ie Mar~cha I, 11.4481-84; Gerald of Wa les, Opera, viii. 18). For the
tournament in this period and its origins see N. Denholm-Young, 'The
Tournament in the Thirteenth Century', in Essays Presented to Mlurice
Powicke (Oxford, 1948), pp.240-68; Pointer, William Marshal, pp.
58-59i and D.M. Stenton, English Society in the Early Middle Ages
(H.ormondsworth, 1965), 81-89 .

27.

Histoire de Guillaume Ie Mlr~chal, 11.1536-45; R.W. Southern,
chapter on 'England's First Entry into Europe', in Medieva I Humanism,
pp.135-57 (p.143).
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28.

Walter MlP, De Nugis CurialiulTI, ed. M.R . ..bmes (Oxford, 1914),
p.80, W.l. Wo"en, Henry II (london, 1973), p.582.

?t.

Howden, Chronica, iii. 268; William of Newburgh, 'Historia',
Chrons., Stephen, Henry II and Richard, ii. 422.

30.

Walter tv\ap, op. cit., p.117; Beroul, Tristan, ed. Ewart, i,
11.3985-4019, tr. Frederick, pp.137-38, Cnge., 11.4552-4922,
loncelot, ed. M. Roques, reprinted (Paris, 1978), 11.5495-5635.
Compare above, p.28; and Brault, Early Blazon, p.30.

31.

For examples of the civic duties of heralds see Howden, Chronica, ii.
94; N'op, pp.32, 132; and John of Mannoutier, Chroniques des
comtes d'Anjou, ed. L. Halphen and R. Poupardin (f\Jris, 1913),
p.180.

32.

For examples of courtly duties of heralds see the passage of Peter of
Blois quoted by Warren, op.cit., pp.209-10; Mlp writes ofa herald
at the court of Henry I (De Nugis, p.219).

33.

References in the chrcnicles to the specifically military duties of
heralds ore innumerable. William of Poitiers (writing c. l073-74)
mentions an instance as early as 1066 (ed. Foreville, p.162; EHD.,
ii, 221; compare Orderic Vital is, ii. 209). There are numerous
references to heralds on the 1st Crusade, e.g. Gesta Francorum, p.46;
and Fulcher af Chartres, RHC.Occ., iii, 348; ed. Fink, p.l04.
The 'Itinerary' (3rd Crusade), names Richard's herald as Philip (p.365),
and describes Saladin's captured herald as 'the one who was accustomed
to proclaim his edicts' (p.369). The contemporary writer, Ambroise,
whose account is based on the lllme eye-witness sOJrce as that of the
'Itinerary', described these men in the Old French as crieor and
banisseor (11.9849-50,9709-11), rather than heralds in the sense of
heralds of arms, hyrout d'armes, a term used as early as the 1170s;
the two functions were obviously becoming distinct. Heralds probably
olso shouted out orders on the tattlefieJd or perhaps blew the signalling
trumpetsi etymologicolly the word herault means 'army-wielder' (see
Orderic Vitalis, v. 115; Fulcher of Chartres, RHC.Occ., iii, p.436;
ed. Fink, p.222; Wagner, Heralds of England, p.l; compore William
of Poi tiers (p.40) where Foreville translates classico (i .e., a signaller)
as 'hera Id').

34.

Histcire de Guillaume Ie MJrechal, 11.977-81,3485-520; Wagner,
Heralds end Hereldry, pp.26, 28; and Denholm-Young, History and
Heraldry, pp.54-60.

35.

Early heralds may have acted like publicists, spreading abroad their
masters' fame (see Guillaume Ie M:Jr~chol, 11.5222-29, and vol. iii,
p.xlv; Wagner, Heralds and Heraldry, pp.27-28, 130-3]i and compore Yvain, 11.2204-8).
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36.

loncelot, written by Chretien de Troyes (1.5537). It should be noted,
however, that Dr Denholm-Young has seriously questioned whether
heralds were truly involved in organising tournaments in 12th-century
England since the first reference to such appears as lote as J 265
(History and Heraldry, p.5).

37.

In heraldry there ore two forms of differencing: (i) Cadency brisures,
i.e., the bearing of a premier coat with some small addition such as
a label by junior members of that family, e.g., brothers, cousins;
(ii) Derivative arms, i.e., either adoption or adoption of on initial
coot by persons wishing to be in some way associated with on individual or to reflect some relationship. By 1199 differencing only seems to
hove existed in this second sense. See Galbreath, op.cit., 29-30,
33, and chapter Xi and Adorn-Even, 'les usages heraldiques', pp.
25-26; but compare Brault, Early Blazon, p.19.
In loncelot
(c.ll77) two companions corry shields noticeably similar to each

•

other (11.5793-98).
38.

Round, Geoffrey de ~ndeville, pp.392-96; A.R. Wagnert Historic
Heraldry of Britain, reprinted (london and Chichester, 1972), p.36;
Wagner, 'Heraldry', Medieval England t pp.350-52; see also below,
p.113 t n.2. A similar early group of related shields revolved round
the checky coat of the Warennes (see White, GP., xii (i) Appendix
J; and Wagner, 'Heraldry', Medieval England , pp.339-43).

39.

EII is, Antiquit ies of Hero Idry, p . 200; Round, 'Introduction of
Armorial Bearings into England', ppA3-48; and Wagner, Historic
Heroldry of Britoin, p.37.

40.

Galbreath, op.cit., pp.244-45. It was from these counts that the
earls of Chester in the 13th century probably took their wheat-sheaves
(~., ii, p.22, note to noAB), which, as Camden first noticed
(Remains, 1674 ed., p.27?), likewise found their way into related
groups of shields. Ellis cites a number of early, related groups of
shields, and some of these have been reprinted by C.R. HumpherySmith, Anglo-Norman Armory (Canterbury, 1977), 202-7; however,
Ellis' pioneering work (1869) is often unreliable and urgently needs
revision .

41.

See fi9.14.

42.

The earliest known example of impalement or dimidiation is probably
that shown on the seal of Robert of Pinkney c.1195 (illd AES., pI.
VI(f»; comp:He BS.351 (1199). The earliest example of quartering
dotes from 1230 when Ferdinand of Spain quartered the arms of
Castille and leon; no other quartered coot appears in M'Jtthew Paris or
Glover's or Wolford's Roll (~'I ii, p.112).

43.

M'Jtthew Poris: 'Scutum mutatum pro amore regis Anglie'; see ~., ii,
p.60; and below t p. 61.
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44.

For example, Humphrey de Boh un set two small quarterly shields of
the Earldom of Essex on his sea I either side of the Bohun arms to show
that in 1239 he had acqui,.d that Earldom (BM.5720; ~., ii, p.17);
,ee 01,0 the ,eol 01 Agne, de Ve,cy (d.1253), BM.6726; DS.2537;
ond illd AES., pI.XV(i) and (j). Robert FitzWalter (d. 1235) and
Scher de Quincey (d.1219) displayed one another's shields beside
their own arms on their individlXJl seals (respectively, BM.6016, and
BM.6356) probably as a sign of their comradeship (see Iv\ark and
Payne, British Heraldry, p.16).

45.

Earliest examples can be seen on the seal (1154-64) of William FitzEmpress (fig. 15) and the seal (1162) of Anselm Campdaveine, Count of
St Pol (fiq.3). See AES., p.5; and Adorn-Even, 'Les usaqes heroldiques', p.27.

46.

Adam-Even, art. eit., p.Zl; compore the decorated surcoats in the
Winchester Bible (c.1160-c.1170) fo.69, iUd in Norman, The Medieval
Soldier, pI. 9; and the seol (c. 1180) 01 Roger de Mowbray, DS.1837,
1840; BM.6219; illd AES., pI. 11(1).

47.

For examples of early, pointed helms, which probably preceded the
use of modelled crests, see the contemporary chronicles illd in Norman,
op.cit., pl.25 (c.1197); and The Coot of Arms, new series, vol. ii
(1976), p . 200 (c. 1210-20). The ,eal and counterseol (liq.23) 01
Philip d' Alsace, Count of Flanders (c.118l) provide the earliest
known example of a helmet pointed heraldically (J. T. de Raodt,
Sceaux ormairies des Pays-Bas, 4 'lois (Brussels, 1898-1901), vol.i,
p . 454; DF . 139).

48.

Compare the seal (c. 1220) of f'.Aorgaret, Countess of Winchester:
DN.56; illd AES., pI.XV(c). According to a late 12th-century
authority, Eleanor, daughter of Henry II and wife of Alphonso VIII,
King of Castille, wore a lion device on her nY.Intle (Adam-Even,
art . cit., p.26).

49.

The chevrons of the De Clores (not on a shield) con be seen on the
seal (ofter 1156) of Rohese, Countess of lincoln: BM. 13048; and the
arms of Portugal are displayed on a shield on the seal (1189) of Maud
of Portugal, Countess of Flanders: DF.I41, 142; for both seals see
A.R. Wagner, Heralds and Ancestors (London, 1978), pp.12-13. See
0150 Iv\othieu, le Systeme Heraldique Fran~is, p.26.

50 .

Doubtless this refinement in blazon by c.1250 was 0150 due to the
realisation that precision in heraldry could have legal consequences
and that a man could be token to court for having usurped another's
shield. For the development and formulation of blazon, see Brault,
Early Blazon, pp.5-IB.

51 .

See below, p.103, n.29.
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Notes to Port II: Chapter 3: THE HOUSE OF NORMANDY: 1066-1154

1.

The royal seals reveal no shield emblems or hereditary devices though
this does not necessarily mean that the monarch concerned was nonarmigerous, e . g., both Geoffrey of Anjou and his son, Henry II, used
arms, and yet both their seals ore non-armorial (see A.B. and Allan
Wyon, The Greot Seals of England (london, 1887), pp.5-14;
BM.I5-53; DS.3013-20).
It should be noted that WHliom the
Conqueror's first seal and Rufus' second seal ore forgeries (Facsimiles
of English Royal Writs to A.D. 1100, ed. T.A.M. Bishop and
P. Chaplcis (Oxford, 1957), p.xxii); and that Henry I's traditional
'first' seal isolsoa forgery (P. Chapleis, 'Seals and Originol Charters
of Henry I', English Historical Review, Ixxv (1960), 260-75 (pp.
262-65). For Stephen's seals see Regesta Regum Anglo-Normonnorum,
vol. iii, 1135-1154, ed. H.A. CronneandR.H.C . Davis (Oxford,
1968), pp.xv-xvii; and Regesta Regum Anglo-Normonnorum, iv:
Facsimiles of Original Ch:Jrters and Writs of King Stephen, the Empress
Matilda and Dukes, Geoffrey and Henry, 1135-54, ed. H.A. Cronne
end R.H.C. Dovis (Oxford, 1969), pis. I end II. William probably
did not have a ducal seal before 1066 (J. Le Patourel, The Norman
Empire (Oxford, 1978), p.244 and n . l). Stephen's seol (1127)
before he became king is non-armorial (BS.423).

2.

These arms appear to hove become officially associoted with the
Duchy as late as the 14th century (see N. V. l. Rybot, 'The Arms of
England the Leopards of Normandy', Coot of Arms, vi (1960), p.162).
Motthew Paris did not know of any sep:nate arms for Normandy (~.,
ii, p.75).

J

3.

~.,

4.

William of Poitiers, p . 190; EHD . , ii, p.226.
p.27.
-

5.

Florence of Worcester, Chronicon ex Chronic is, ii. 13; Simeon of
Durham, 'Historia Regum' in Opera, ed. T. Arnold, 2 vols (RS., 188285), ii. 208.

6.

William of Poitiers, pAD.

7.

Woce, Rou, 11.4441-48.
Benoft de St Moure (c. 1174) describes the
same scene, but gives William a blue shield charged with golden lions
for which there is no other authority (Chroniques des dues de Normandie
par Bendit, ed. Carin Fahlin (1954), 11.36941-47; see also AdamEven, 'les usages heroldiques', pp.18-19; and Brault, Early Blazon,
p.2l). According to Frank Barlow (William I and the Norman Conquest
(London, 1965), p.29), the Duke used a shield decorated with a floral
cross and stars at Dinant in 1064. However, this information is from
the Bayeux Tapestry, and it is doubtful whether any significance should
be attached to it; I am grateful to Professor Barlow for hr":"o supplied
me with the source of his reference.

ii, pp.I1-14, and 58-59.
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Compore above,

8.

Compare previous note end p .84, n.9.

9.

Fer the Pepal Banner see William of Peitiers, pp.l54, 184; EHD., ii,
pp.219, 225; D. L. G::dbreath, Papal Heraldry, revd G. Briggs
It is not certain whether the bonner depicted
( London, 1972), p.2.
alongside William in the Bayeux Tapestry (see fig.6) is his Papal
Bonner; R. Dennys (The Heraldic Imagirotion, p.26) believes that
the flag depicted was Wi lliam's 'bottle-bonner' which he had used
on his invasion of Brittany (1064) as shown on the Tapestry.

10.

See above, pp.24-25 .

11.

Traditiona lIy the De Tosny fem ily were the hereditary stondards.eorers of Normandy. According to Orderic Vita lis (iii. 125),
Roger of Tosny was 'the famous standard-bearer of all Normandy',
though he adds (ii. 173) that, at Hastings, Thurston, son of Rollo,
carried the standard of the Normans (vexillum Normannorum ); see
also CP ., xii(i), p.755 and note (e).

12.

Two leaders of the 1st Crusade, 8ohemond and Baldwin, used banners
of a single colour (Fulcher of Chartres, ed. Fink, pp.99, 158).
Compare the lance penants on the seals of the early Norman kings.

13 .

William of Mllmesbury, De Gestis Regum, ii. 364.

14 .

OrdericVitalis, v. 247 .

15.

See above, pp . 33-35.

16.

Orderic Vitalis, vi. 29.

17.

Ibid., vi. 237. After this bottle Henry purchased the royal standard
of his defeated enemy, Ki ng louis of Fronce (ibid., vi. 241) .

18 .

See above, p .26

19.

Passage quoted at the beginn ing of this chapter (Geoffrey of Monmouth,
'Prophecies of Merlin' in Historia Regum Britanniae, ed. Griscon,
p.387; tr. Thorpe, p.174). Orderic Vita lis (writing c.1140) interprets
the' Lion of Justice' as King Henry (vi. 387); for evidence that Orderic
used Geoffrey's prophecies see J. S. P. Tatlock, The legendary History
of Britain, reprinted (New York, 1974),419-21.

20 .

Geoffrey of Monmouth, Historia, ed. Griscon, p.387; tr. Thorpe,
p.174; Tatlock, op. cit., p.65.

21.

William of 1v\aJmesbury, De Gestis Regum, ii . 85.

22.

John of !VIarmoutier, Chroniques des Comtes d'Anjou, pp . 179-80. For
the date see Kate Norgote, England Under the Angevin Kings, vol. i,

pp.258-60.
23.

John of Marmoutier mentions that, in a fight after his dubbing,
Geoffrey used fpictos leones preferens in clypeo f ( Planch~, Th e Pursuivant of Arms, p. 96).
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24.

The plaque has been discussed exhaustively, but see esp. G. White,
'The Plantagenet Enamel at le M:ms', CP., xi. Appendix G, pp .
133-42; and Wagner, Historic Heraldr~f Britain, p.40, and references cited there. Recent work includes, R. Viel, les origines
symboliques du blason (Paris, 1972), chapter 2; M-M. Gauthier,
Emaux du moyen age occidental (Fribourg, 1972), 81-83; H. lordain,
'Contributions 6 Petude des origines de I'emaillerie limousaine',
Monuments et Memoires, Ix (1976), 114-22; Galbreath, tv'Ianuel du
Blason (1977), 25-26. The plaque is illustrated in colour in Wagner,
Hera Ids and Ancestors, p. 16.

25.

Wagner, Historic Heraldry of Britain, p.40; ~., ii, p.21i BM.6191.
Although Geoffrey's shield from the enamel shO'NS only four lions! from
the shape of the shield two or more m"JY be inferred. While this may
not correspond exactly with the number of lions on WiliiamJs shield
(fig. 10) and the chronicle evidence does not specify the number of
lions on Geoffrels shield in 1128, nevertheless, both men's shields
were blue, charged with little golden lions; during the twelfth century
the number of lions on a powdered shield would not have been defined
exactlYi compare White, op. cit., p.135; and below, p.103, n.29.

26.

For the important political objectives of the wedding see C.W. Hollister
and T.K. Keefe, JThe Making of the Angevin Empire', Journal of
British Studies, xii (1973), 1-25.

27.

It is highly unlikely that Henry decorated Geoffrey with a shield
identical to his own. In the first place, Geoffrey was not to succeed
Henry as king of England and duke of Normandy by right of his wife.
Nor did the King wish Anjou and the Anglo-Norman realm ever to be
permanently united under one ruler. Any distinctive shield that
Henry might have been using specifically as king of England ond duke
of Normandy in 1128 was not, l·herefore, to become the property of
Geoffrey, but rather the inheritance of his hoped-for son. Secondly,
it is not at all certain that the practice whereby a newly-made knight,
such as Geoffrey, adopted the arms of his patron-in-chivalry, was in
fact widespread, particularly at this early stage in the development of
heraldry (see below, pp.57-62). Nevertheless, in 1128 Geoffrey was
vital to Henry's plans so that even if father and son-in-law were not
as close as outward ceremonial might suggest, it is still the likelihood
that in those honeymoon days the shields of both men, though not
exactly the some, were very closely related to one another.

28.

BS.429 (Dec. ll54-Jan. 1164}; Facsimiles of Early Charters from
Northamptonshire Collections, ed. F.M. Stenton (Northants Record
Soc., vol.iv, 1930), pp.24-26; The Heralds Commemorative Exhibiti?n Catologue, 1934, reprinted (London, 1970), p . 69 .

29 .

BS .288; Planche, Pursuivant of Arms, p . 95; Ellis, Antiquities of
Heraldry, p.181; CP . , v, pp.687 note (0), 688 note (j); Eorldom
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of Gloucester Charters, ed. R.B. Patterson (Oxford, 1973), p.24.
No seal exists for William's father, Robert, 1st Earl of Gloucester
and favourite son of Henry I; however, it is possible that he used an
identical lion device. Mr Patterson (op. cit., p.24) has put
forward the very feasible proposition that the use of consul in the
legend of William's sea I suggests that it was an a Itered version of
Earl Robert's seal. This would explain the presence of consul here
since Earl William did not use the word in his titles, whereas his
father did. Thus, as Mr Patterson concludes 'we probably need only
substitute RODBERTI (or ROBERTI) for WILLELMI in the legend to
recreate Earl Robert's seal'. Comp:ue above, p. 90, n. 62.
30 .

Walter MJp; quoted by D. M. Stenton, English Society in the Early
Middle Ages, p.35.

31.

Nicholas Upton, De Studio Militari, ed. E. Bysshe (L:mdon, 1654),
pp .129-30, where he describes the sogittories as having gold lions'
bodies with the remoining human portions in silver (the bows being
also gold).

32.

R. Brooke, A Catalogue and the Successions of the Kings, Princes,
Dukes, MJrquesses, Earls and Viscounts of this Realm of England
(1622), pp.6-7.

33.

It has been argued that Stephen's army could not have been using
armaria I devices, since in 1136 Judhael of Totnes and his men were
able to mingle LClnoticed amongst the royal camp then besieging
Exeter (R.H.C. Davis, King Stephen (london, 1967), p.25, n .4;
Dennys, The Heraldic Imagination, p. 29) . While this may be so,
Stephen's army must have been using banners of some sort, and it is
very possible that Judhael and his men disguised themselves under
these royal banners (compare above, p.90, n. 55).

34 .

Henry of Hunt.ingdon, p . 271; EHD., ii, 307.

35.

Henry of Huntingdon (p.262) and Ailred, Abbot of Rievaulx('Relatio
de Stondardo' in Chrons . , Stephen, Henry II and Richard, iii. 181-99
(p.18l) describe 'the Standard' at the Bottle of the Standard (1139)
in Yorkshire as the roya I standard. However, as another cCW'ltemporary
writer shows, the banners affixed to the pole (set on the cart) were in
fact those of the saints, John of Beverley, Wilfred of Ripon, and
Peter the Apostle ('Chronicle of Richard of Hexham' in Chrons . ,
Stephen, Henry II and Richard, iii. 139-78 (p.l63); EHD., ii, p.320).
Moreover, Stephen was not present at the battle. Henry and Ailred
were probably, therefore, using the phrase 'royal stondard' in the sense
of the flag or flags of the royal camp (compare Howden, Chronica, i.
193).

lDO

Notes to Part II, Chapter 4: HENRY 11 : 1154-89

,

1.

Chranjqu~d'Ernoul, ed. La tvIos Latrie (Paris, 1871), p.l57;
Runciman, History of the Crusades, ii, p.454; london, Roya I Beasts,
p.9.

2.

Further rulers included, Raymond IV, King of Aragon, Vladislav of
Bohemia and the Kings of Jerusalem. For other examples see Wagner,
Heralds and Ancestors, pp.12-13; and G:Jlbreath, Manuel du Blason,
pp.23-24.

3.

As Duke of Normandy: BM.6320, 6322; as King, 1st seal: 8M.55;
Ddq.I0004; 2nd seal, BM.56; Ddq.lOoo5. See also A.B. Wyon
and A. Wyon, The Great Sea Is of England, pp.15-16; and Warren,
Henry II, frontispiece, where the second great seal is described.
According to William St John Hope (whose onnototed BM Catalogue
of Sea Is I have used) 8M.78 is a forgery.

4.

EP.3-5. Eleanor (despite having her own non-armorial sea ls ) continues to be posthumously awarded the armorial seal of her namesake
and daughter-in-law, the wife of Henry 111; most recently by J.H.
and R.V. Pinches, The Royal Heraldry of England, p.19.

5.

BM.79. According to Howden (Chronica, ii. 47) the King of France
had this seal mode for Henry (hence the continental design). like
his brother, John, the Young King used a signet ring or secretum (,The
Metrical Chronicle of Jordan Fontosme', in Chrons., Stephen, Henry II
and Richard, iii. 225; V. H. Galbraith, 'The literacy of the Medieval
English Kings', in Proceedings of the British Academy (1935), 201-38
(p.221)).

6.

EP.6. In their 'Royal Heraldry of England', Part IV, Coat of Arms,
vii (1962-63), p.19, C.R. Humphery-Smith and M. Heenan state that
Richard used a lion rampant on his seal as Duke of Aquitoine prior to
The seal Mr Heenan examined (see Coot of Arms, vi (1960-61),
1189.
p.215} appears, however, to be Richard's first great sea!.

7.

BM.6318; DN.28; EYC., iv, p.74; illdAES., pl.l(j). (I.should
be noted that 8M .Ca ta!., ii, pl.IX wrongly depicts BM.5666as this
seol). Neither of the seals of Geoffrey's son, Arthur, is armorial
(BM.19373, 19374; Ddq.532, 533; CP., x, p.799 ).

8.

Wi lIiam of Newburgh, 'Historic' in Chrons., Stephen, Henry II and
Richard, i. 108; Gervase of Canterbury, Historical Works, ed. W.
Stubbs, 2 vols (RS., 1879-80), i. 65.

9.

For example, the Duke of Saxony, the MlrqJis of Tuscany, the Count
of Flanders and the King of leon.

10.

Stephen of Rauen, 'Draco Normannicus' in Chrons., Stephen, Henry II
and Richard, ii . 585-781 (p.720); quoted in J.C. Holt, 'The End of
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the Anglo-Norm.'ln Realm' in Proceedings of the British Academy
(1975), 223-265 (p. 245).
11.

The courtier was Peter of Blois; No,PgJte, England Under the A.,gevin
Kings, vol. i, p.409.

12.

Stenton, Early Northants Charters, p·p. l00-l.

13 .

85.10; DN.160; for Richard see R.W . Eyton, Court, Household and
Itinerary of Henry II (london, 1878), pp.202, 204; and Pipe Rolls
3 & 4 Richard I (PRS . , new series, ii, 1926), pp.xxv-xxvi.

14 .

See below, pp. 60-61.

15.

Neither William IX nor William X, Dukes of Aquitaine and respectively gandfather and father of Eleanor, used armorial seals (EP.l, 2).
For Normandy see above, p . r:n, n. 2. It is worth noting that
M::Itthew Paris believed the King of England used three lions on his
shield 'because he was king, duke and count' (~., ii, p.34).

16 .

That Aniou was the fountainhead ·of Henry's Empire, see J. LePatourel,
'The Plantagenet Dominions', History, 1 (1965), 289-30B .

17.

Compare Baldwin's banner (Fulcher of Chartres, ed. Fink, p.15B) and
the roya I standard of Jerusa lem offered to Henry II at Reading in 1185
(Gerald of Wales, Opera, viii. 203).

lB.

Benai't, Chronique, 11 . 36941-47;. see above, p.97, n.7; andcompore
below, n.7B.

19 .

Stephen recognised Henry's hereditary right to the English throne in
November 1153, and in the following month declared him to be his
adopted 'son and heir' (Warren, Henry II, pp.51-52; and EHD., ii,
404-7).

20.

Regesta Regum A,glo-Normannorum, vol. iii, 1135-1154, ed. H .A.
Cronne and R.H . C. Davis (Oxford, 1968), no.634; note the ommiss ion of any cia im to An jou.

21 ·.

Henry was to succeed to the lands his_father had acquired by marriage,
but because he could not succeed to the English throne while Stephen
was still alive, he was allowed temporarily to retain Anjou and
Maine. Once he had fully recovered his mother's inheritance he was
to restore Anjou and lv'v:Iine to his younger brother, Geoffrey (see
Holt, 'End of the Anglo-Norman Realm', p.240, n . 2.).

22.

See above, p.99, n.29.

23.

For what follows see Brault, Early Blazon, p.20 and the references
cited there, esp. R~S. loomis, 'Tristan and the House of Anjou',
Modem lDnguage Review, · xvii (1.922), 24-30. See also Gottfried
von Strassburg, _ Tristan with the. 'Tristran' of Thomas, tr. A.T. Hatto
·(HarrTJondsworth, 1967), Appendix 3 ·: Tristan's AngevinEscutcheon,
365-66 (not included in Sra~lt's references). COIT'.::>Oi"<> below, n.7R.
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24.

Loomis, Illustrations of Medieval Romance on Tiles from Chertsey
Abbey (University of Illinois Studies in LDnguage and literature ),ii.
2 (Urbana, 1916), 50-55.

25.

See above, pp .40-41 .

26.

This theory has been persuasively argued by R. Vie l, 'les armoiries
probable d'Henri II d'Angleterre', Archivum Heraldicum, AO Ixx
(1956), Bulletin no.2-3, pp.19-23.

27.

Ibid . The arms are displayed on John's seal (fig . 16) which until
rece ntly was thou g, t to hove been first used by John in 1177; however,
he was only ten years :: ! ~ ~~ ~h~~ ~be , ..:::r.d did not i,; ~;:::,;; : ..;s.a the
titl e 'lord of Ireland' (as on his seal) unt il his majority and kn ighthood in 1185 (see Adrion Ailes, 'The seal of John, lord of Ireland
and Count of Mortain', The Coat of Arms, new series, vol.iv (1981),
pp.341-50).

28.

Viel, art. cit., p.20, drawing his information from P. Adam-Even,
'A propos d'un curieux usage heraldique', Archivum Heroldicum, AO
Ixviii (1954), Bulletin 1-2, pp.9-10. See, however, Coot of Arms,
n .s. iv (1981), 387 . Huqh's two lions possant ore depicted on his
seal , Ddq.361 (1190) and DA.70 (1201 ).

29.

Initially, in the rudimentary stages of heraldry the posture of a beast's
head was of littfe consequence. It was oniy much later that the need
for precision become apparent (see above, pAl). Thus the mid-13th
century rolls aforms reveal a number of meaningless discreplncies :
toils ore someti mes shown single, at other times forked (e. g. Asp., ii ,
pp.8, 18, note to no .30, 20, note to no. 36); the number of points
on a label (compare the lacy la bel in ~., ii) or a star (compare
the de Vere mullet in ibid .) often vary. Ole version of Glover's
Roll describes the lian;-on Roger de Somery's shield (ibid., p . l34 )
as p:Jssant guordant (' leoportz' ) while another, Iike Wa Iford's Roll
(ibid . , p . 186 ) describes them as lions possont; similar confusion
exists with the lion shield of lIywelyn a!, Gruffydd, d.1282 (see
ibid. , p.169, note to no . 13) .

30.

The custom hos been recently discussed with special regard to the
arms of William de Valence (d.1296) who was knighted by his holfbrother, Henry III. However, even here it does not seem that
Wi lIiam automotico lIy quartered h is arms with the roye I arms when
he was knighted in 1247. See The Coot of Arms, iii, pp.5, 45-46,
87-89, 204, 251; iv, pp.43-44, 87-88; Adam-Even, 'A propos
d'un curieux usage heroldi que', pp.9-10; and Galbreath, Manuel
du Blason, p.242 .

31 .

To bear arms almost identical to those of the king would probabl y
ho ve needed his expressed permission, though there is no evidence
to prove ttl is.

,
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32.

Gerald of Wales, Opera, VIII. 32. It is difficult to know whether
Henry II, after 1183, was determined to make John his heir rather
than Richard. Circumstantial evidence (granting John a shield almost identical to his own?) suggests that he did, but he never made
any positive move to secure the succession for John (see Warren,
Henry II, p.622).

33.

Pipe Roll 25 Henry II (PRS., vol. xxviii, 1907), p.1l9.

34.

Only one ather twelfth-century example of a newly-mode knight
adopting his patron's arms has been noted, namely, William M:lrshal
(Coot of .Arms, iv, p.143). However, the "-"'arshal used the
Tancarville arms because he was then a household knight of that lord,
and therefore repeated his suzerain's device on his shield, and not
necessarily because he had been dubbed by him.
Indeed, later, when
William received lands and titles of his own, he used on entirely different coot.

35.

Orderic Vitalis, vi. 329.

36.

White, 'The Ware nne Group of Checkered Shields', CP., xii{i},
Appendix J, 26-28i see above, p. 92, n.ll.

37.

Howden, Chronica, ii. 55.

38.

Histoire de Guillaume Ie Marechal, 11.2084-92; Painter, William
Marshal, pp.34-35.

39.

lMer as Regent, William knighted the boy-King, Henry III, immediately prior to his coronation in 1216 (Histoire de Guillaume Ie
Marechal, 1.15314-15). By this time the Marshal wes very probably
using the coot, Per pale or and vert, a lion rampant gules (~., ii.
p.1S), and yet not surprisingly, the new King immediately adopted
the three lions passant guardont coat as used by two of his royal
predecessors.

40.

P. Guilhiermoz, Essai sur I'origine de la noblesse en France au
Moyen Age (Paris, 1902), p.393, n.3.

41.

Orderic Vitalis, iv. Z7S.

42.

Howden, Chronica, i. 217; CP., vi, p . 644.

43.

Howden, Chronica, ii. 4.

44.

Guilhiermoz, op. cit., pAlS, n.64.

4S.

Roger of Howden, Gesta Regis Henrici Secundi, ed. W. Stubbs,
2 vols (RS., 1867), i. 207. Authorship of this work was for long
attributed to Benedict of Peterborough.

46.

Howden, Chronica, ii. 303; Rolph of Diceto, Opera Historica, ed.
W. Stubbs, 2vols (RS., 1876), ii. 34.
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47.

Adam-Even, 'A propos d'un curieux usage heraldique', p.lO.

48.

For examples, see Stenton, English Society in the Early Middle .Aqes,
p.98; and Denholm-Young, History and Heraldry, p.25.

49.

PRO. P.234; BM . 15666; BL. Cotton MS Julius C. vii, fa. 178;
compare ~., ii, p.39 .

50.

Howden, Chronica, i. 211; Warren, Henry II, p.36.

51.

Gervase's arms are depicted on his equestrian seal (1187), illd in
Dugdale, Monasticon Anglicanum, revd ed. (1846), v, p.204; see
also EYC., vi, p.49, n.9 .

52.

DNB. i before the death of Stephen he witnessed a number of charters
issued by Duke Henry in England (EYC., vi, p.48).

.
'

53.

EYC., vi, p.49 .

54.

CP., xii(i), pp.l09-lO;

55.

For the family see G.H. Fowler, 'De St Wa/ery', The Genealogist,
new series, xxx (1913), 1-17. For Reginald see also Regesta, iii,
pp.XXV-Vii and l. Delisle, 'Introduction' [0 separate volume] to
Recueil des Actes de Henri \I (Paris, 1909), p.421.

56 .

Fowler, art. cit., 3-4; Regesta, iii, p.XXXVi and Delisle,
p.421.

~,

ii, p.l34.

~.,

57.

Calendar af Documents Preserved in France, vol. i, ed. J . H. Round
·.(London, 1899), p.374.

58.

Fowler, art. cit., p.4; H.E. Salter, Facsimilies of Early Charters
in the Oxford Muniment Rooms (Oxford, 1929), no.80.

59 .

Pipe Rolls 3 & 4 Richard I (PRS., new series, ii, 1926), p.xxvi.
Bernard V (the Younger) had died at Ac.re c. 1190, and thus never
succeeded his father (Howden, Chronica, iii. 89; Fowler, p.9).

60.

Bernard's seal (1181): CaL, Docts in France, i, p.380i Salter,
Oxford Charters, no. 82. Thomas' seal: BM . 6408, 6409; Sa Iter,
Oxford Charters, no.93 (1192-98).

61.

His uncle, Warin FitzGerald (d.1159), was chief chamberlain to
Henry" (Regesta, iii, p.xxxvii); another uncle, Henry FitzGerald
(d.1174-75) was also a chamberlain to Henry IIi see the pedigree
in CP., viii, opp . p.48.

62.

That Warin was chamberlain to Henry II see the writ on p.lxxii,
Memoranda Roll I John (PRS., new series, xxii, 1943). For his
succession see Pipe Roll 24 Henry" (PRS., xxvii, 1906), p.xxiii
and for his age, see CP., viii, pedigree opp.p.48.

63.

85.307, where the arms are placed on a
doted between 1193 and 1216.
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~hield.

The charter is

64.

The pedigee on folio 125'0' in Cotton Julius C. vii is confused.
Henry (d.c.1l74) and Warin (d. 1159), recorded there as the sons of
Gerold and bearing the arms, a I ion fXlssant guardant and two lions
passant guardant respectively, are in fact the grandsons (and not the
sons) of Gerold.

65.

Poole, Domesday Book to fokgna Carta, p.376.

66.

H. G. Str8hl, Deutsche Woppenro"e (Stuttgart, 1897), pp .72-73;
London, Royal Beasts, pp.12, 53. G.A. Seyler (Geschichte der
Heroldik, reprinted (1970), p.247), has suggested thot Henry deliberately differenced the three lion coat of England, but, as london
pointed out, this would assume that the three lions coat was used
before 1195, and for that no evidence has yet been foundi the likelihood is that Count Henry hod Henry II's arms in mind when he adopted
the two lions passon t. guardant coat.

67.

The explanation is quoted from M:Jtthew Paris (~., ii, p . 60); see
also above, pAl. As Paris also noted (~., ii, p . 60) Otto used
the imperio I, double-headed eagle (fig.9: upper shield ) undimidiated,
and these orms can still be seen on the pommel of a sword made for the
Emperor in c.1200 (illd in Christopher Brooke, The Twelfth Century
Renaissance (London, 1969), p.67). For Otto's non-armorial seals,
see EP . 7; OF .20; and BM .21146. A fellaw countryman of Otto's,
and again a nephew of an English King, also used the arms of
England and the Empire dimid iated (see ~., ii, pp .76, 77). He
was Henry, son of the Emperor Frederick 11 by Isabella (d.1241)
daughter of King John . He died in 1254. Wagner ('Heraldry' in
Medieval England, p.347) hos incorrectly noted him as 'Henry,
King of Jerusalem, d.1253' .

68.

Seyler,

69.

He was using a lion device on his equestrian seal as early as 1144
(Galbreath, Manuel du Blason, p.23; iIId Wagner, op. cit., p.342 ).

70.

Two other associates of the King (who were likewise not necessarily
knighted by him) may have used versions of the royal arms. William,
Count of Clermont-in-Awergne, possibly used the two lions passont
coat (equestrian seal, 1199) to express his association with Henry II
who had intervened in the Auvergne in 1167 to restore his ousted
grondrother, William VII the Younger (d . 1169) (BM.19413; Ddq.,
383; N. de WailleYI Elements de Paleographie l 2 vols (Paris, 1838),
ii, p.172; Eytan, op. cit., p.106; see also Golbreath, pp . 243,
244,246), Robert Viel {'les armoiries probobles d'Henri 11', p.20)
citing P. Adam-Even mentions thot the seneschal of Anjou I;>ore
the arms, two lions passant with a bordure of shells. Unfortunately
he cites no' nome or date, but the seneschal may have been
Stephen de Morzai (d.1193), who held that office certainly betw<:!e ....
1180 and 1189.
Wi rr iam of Newburgh states that Henrv ,.

~.,

p.246.
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had raised Stephen from humble beginnings (see DNB., under
'Turnham, Stephen de (d.1215)') .
-71.

Henry, Count Palatine of the Rhine, was also, of course, John's
nephew.

72.

See above, p. 41 .

73.

See above, pp.38-39, 41.

74.

In c.1195 Richard changed his lion rampant arms for three lions
passant guardant. In 1199 h is successor, John, forsook his old arms
in order to adopt his brother's shield. Their half-brother, William
Longespee, a Iso used a Iion rampant sh ield (seal: 1196-1205) before
changing to the Angevin coot of his grandfather (Cal., Docts in
France, i, pp.61-62; White, 'The Plantagenet Enamel', p.l41,
note (h».

75 .

(i) lion device: BS.116; BM.7520, 8530; DS.584; illd AES.,
pI.VI(a); (ii) wheat-sheaves:BM.5813. See~., ii, pp.22-23;
and Wagner, Historic Hera Idry of Brita in, pAl.

76.

For example, Charles, King of Ski I y (d. 1285), and Henry II, Count
of u.,xembourg (d. 1281), changed their arms (~., ii, pp . 167, 190);
for further examples see Galbreath, Wlanuel du Blason, pp.241-47.

77.

Edward III (in 1340), Henry IV (in 1406 or 1407), William and MJry
(twice in 1689), Queen Anne (in 1707), and George III (in 1801 and
1816) all changed the royal arms during their reigns.

78.

In his Roman de Troie (c. 1160-c • 1180), Benefit attributes to both the
leaders, Hector and Achilles, two shields each: a single-lion shield
and a two-lions coat (Adam-Even, 'Les usages h~raldiques', pp.22, 23) .
Since this work was dedicated to Henry's wife and Henry was supposed
to have had 0 Trojan ancestry there may be some significance in these
shields.

79.

John de lacy, Earl of lincoln (d.1240) used both the family, lacy
arms, and, as Constable of Chester, a version of the Earldom of
Chester arms ~., ii, p.116). Compare Denholm-Young, History
and Heraldry, pp.43-45.

80 .

See Dennys, The Heraldic Imagination, pp . 27-28. Galbreath has
made the interesting suggestion that in such cases the banner was
that of the territorial lordship under which the local feudal host was
accustomed to gather, and that the shield device was that of the
individual leader's family, i.e. his own personal device or arms
(Manuel du Blason, p.30).

81.

The knight is either Simon de Montfort (d.1218), John Count of
Montfort l'Armaury (d. 1249L or the rebel leader, Simon de N\ontfort, d.1265 (see _Wagner, Historic Heroldry of Britain, p.35;

,
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Galbreath, p.30; ~., ii, p. 18; and T .R. Davies, 'The Merciless
Montforts: some problems', C(Xlt of Arlm, new series, vol. j (197475), 231-42). For Simon de Montfort's two sets of shields see DenholmYoung, ~., pp.43-45.
82.

~.,

83.

Walter "-Acp, De Nugis, p.139; compare Gerald of Wales, 'De
Principis Instructione', Opera, viii. 173-74.

84.

The Young King's banner is mentioned but not described in Histoire
de Guillaume Ie "-Acrechal, 11.4908,5527. Without founootion
Matthew Paris attributed the three lions coot of England to Henry,
adding black to the shield on two occasions as a sign of mourning
(~., ii, pp.14, 59).

85.

There was little love between Richard and his father, and after 1183
Henry tried to keep the succession open; by 1186 he was, however,
forced to consider Richard as his heir (Warren, Henry II, pp.596-98),
though he seems unwilling to have agreed to this publicly until a few
days before his death (Warren, pp.622-23; Gillingham, Richard the
Uonheort, pp.I20-22).

86.

Henry may hove inherited the Angevin coot from his father, thus
making the arms hereditary and therefore heraldic. Certainly the two
lions peasant (guerdont or otherwise) were used by his son, John,
grandsons Henry Count of Palatine of the Rhine and Richard FitzRoy,
and eventually by his descendents as the dukes of Brunswick. (For
Richard FitzRoy, John's illegitimate son, see The Genealogist,new
series, xxii, pp.l05-lli and Denholm-Young, op.cit., p.12and
n.3. Richard was born c. 1195 and died after M':Jy 1242. For his
armorial seol: BM.14270; illd AES., pI.VI(m)).

ii, passim.
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Notes to Part II, Chapter 5, RICHARD I ,1189-99
1.

It is not known when the epithet 'lionheart' came into general usei
one writer used it within eight years of Richard's death (see Norgate,
Richard the Lion Heart, pp.33-34). The opening quotation from the
contemporary chronicle of Richard of Devizes (ed. Appleby, pp . 1920 ) describes King Richard's anger at the slaying of his unarmed men
in Sicily.

2.

The tinctures ore first supplied by Matthew Paris, c . 1244 (BL .Cotton
MS . Nero D. II fo.170b: ~., ii, p.36) . There is some vague
literary evidence that Henry II bore Gules, a lion rampant or (see
above, pp . 57-8), and these moy hove provided the colours for
Richard's first coat - a lion rampant. Otherwise, the only other
ev idence for the tinctures of Richard's single-lion shield, is that of
the eye-witness Arab chronicler, Bohadin, who speaks of 'a red
banner' floating from the bridge of Richard's personal worship whilst
it was outside Jaffa, i.e. before 1195 (The Crusade of Richard I:
Extracts from the Itinerarium Ricard; . etc . , ed. T.A. Archer (london,
1888), p.299.

3.

Richard hod been using on earl ier equestrian sea I as Count of Poitou
since at least 1182 (EP., p.54), but this was non-armorial (ibid . ,
no.6) .

4.

Richard 's first seal device may not have been strictly 'arms' (i.e .
true heraldic bearings), since there is no direct e vidence that they
were inherited or became hereditary. Nevertheless, for the sake of
convenience they are called arms, and doubtless Richard himself regarded them as such.

5.

In l. LDndon 's masterly account of the vicissitudes of both Richard's
seals in The Itinerary of King Richard I (PRS . , new series l xiii, 1935),
Appendix A, pp. 173-83; and a Iso by J . H. Round, Feuch I Englond
(london, 1895), pp.539-551 . John Anstis, Gorter King of Arms
(1715-1744) believed thot it was customary for rulers returning from
crusade to have a new seal mode; he cites the examples of Thierry,
Count of Flanders in 1159, and Philip, his son in 1179 CAspiiogia',
vo!.i, being BL. Stowe MS 665, 10 . 32).

6.

Pipe Roll 7 Richard I (PRS., new series, vi, 1929), pp .xxix and 113;
landon, op. cit., p.17S. Richard hod been using his first great seal
since September 1189.

7.

Richard 01 Devizes (ed. Appleby ), p.9 .

8.

John may, however, hove mode illegal use of the true seal during
this period (see london, p.176).
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9.

10.

11.

First suggested by Henry Spelman (d.1641) in his 'Aspilogia' in
Nicolai Uptoni de Studio Militari, ed. Bysshe, p.46. The view was
genera lIy accepted unti I serious Iy questioned earlier th is century by
Oswald Barron, in his article on 'Heraldry' in Encyclopaedia Britcnn;ca (p.312).
'Parte nihilominus posteriori binis aureis sese respicientibus hirriendo
leunculis, singulorum una pedum anteriorum versus alterutrum tonquam
ad lacerandum porrecta' ('Itinerary', p. 197).
'Ecce comes Pictavus, ogro nos provocat; ecce
Nos ad bella vocal. Rictus ognosco leonum
IIHus in c Iypeo ... '
Oeuvres de Rigord et de Guillaume le Breton, ed. F. Delaborde,
2 vols (Pads, 1882-85), I;ber ;;;, 11.446-47.

12.

Even so the seal of Hugh, Count of St Pol (d. 1205) portrays a shield
identical to that of Count Jo.hn's and it has been suggested that on the
hidden side he also bore the impaled arms of his own family, the
Campdaveines (Adam-Even, 'A propos d'un curieux usage h~raldique',
p.l0, n.5). It is doubtful, however, if this was in fact the case.

13.

Phmp's seol, DF.138 (dated 1170); Patdck's seal, DS.2808;
BM.15682 (dated c.1251).

14.

Compare the similarly cramped lions on the 1st seal (no date) of
PatT;ck, 4th Earl of Dunbor, 1182-1232 (DS.2804; ;lId DS. pl.34,
and in J.H. Stevenson, Heraldry in Scotland (Glasgow , 1914), voLi,
pI. I (4», and the great sea I (1229) of Alexander II, King of Scotland
(DS.3079; ;lId DS. p1.46; and ;n Stevenson, cp. dt., pI. 11(7)).

15 .

The painting is in the Cartulary of Santiago known as Tumbo A in the
Cathedral Archives at Santiago de Compostela.
The eq~estrian
portrait of each monarch was probably added during their individual
reigns so that the paintings might be strictly contemporary. I am indebted to Professor Alison Stones for information regarding this
Cartulary. See Galbreath, Manuel du Blason, p.93.

16.

lions addorsed appear on the shield of u:'usus as depicted in Heinrich
von Veldecke's Eneit (fo. liii), dated c.I200-20. They also appear
in the Bigot Roll (1254); see G. Brault, Eight Thirteenth Century
Rolls of Arms (Pennsylvania, 1973), p.22, no.l54; and compare EP.
194 (1273), and Roodt, op.cH., vol.;, p.363 (1268).

17.

DF . l39; both seals illd in Roadt, vol.i, pl.il.

18 .

Compare the much loter De Insigniis et Armis (c . 1354) of Bartolo
di Sasso Ferrato, chapters 14 and 31 (printed in Dennys, The Heraldic
Imagination, pp.62-64; and C . R." Humphery-Smith, 'Heraldry in
School tVianuals of the Middle Ages, III: Bartholus's .Treatise', Coot
of Arms, v;; (1962-63), 200-2). See also below, n.22.
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19.

DS.2804-14, ond pis. 34-35.

20.

The BM Cotologue of Seals is confused. Simon de Montfort (d. 1218)
used two seols: BM.6234, Ddq.707 (il1d here os fi9.24); ond BM.
6235, Ddq.708, which repeats the lion sinister on the counterseol.
Matthew Paris depicts Simon's lion to the dexter (~., ii, p.18),
and this is how it appears on the shield of the famous De tv\ontfort
knight in the Chartres window. Simon's son, the famous rebel
leader, Simon de N\ontfort (d. 12651 used 0 counterseo I depicting
the lion to the dexter (BM . 6236).

21.

22.

Ferdinand's portrait is Turnbo A, fo.44v (see above, n.15).

There ore a number of 12th- and 13th-century examples of lions and
other beasts on shields facing to the sinister. William FitzEmpress
(d.1164), Richard's uncle, for example, bore 0 lion rampant sinister
on his shield (fi9. 15); compore BM.19413, 20521, 20543; PRO.
P.787; D5.2537 (the Marshal's arms on this seal); and OS. pis. III,
XVI',
Chronicle evidence and illuminated manuscripts of the
12th century also reveal lions sinister on shields, e.g. The Sicilian
Chronicle of Peter of Ebol i, c. 11 W, beinq Codex 120/ii of the civic
library of Bern (fa. 109); iHd Gillingham, Richard the lionheart,
fig.8; and the York Psalter, c.TT70-75, beinq Glasgow University
Hunterian Ms. U.3.2. (fo. 54v); illd in Norman, The Medieval
Soldie', p1.16.

xxV.

23.

The poet Chretien de Troyes in the 11705 wrote of a saddle of epic
design which had taken several years to creote, and of another which
was pointed with 0 golden lion (Erec et Enide, 11.5287-5300, 366970). Matthew Paris made a number of drawinqs (e.g. fiq.8) in
which saddles are simi larl y decorated ~., ii, pp.85-86, nos 30(0),
3T(b), 33(c); Mr T.D. Tremlett has overlooked the lion rampant on
the back of Harold's saddl e in Paris' depiction of Stamford Bridge,
1066: described in ~., ii, p.84, and illd. in Dennys, The Heraldic
Imogination, opp. p.32.

24.

See Fox-Davies, Complete Guide to Heraldry, pp.174, 175; and
A.R. Wagner article on 'Heraldry' in Chamber's Encyclopaedia (T950
cnd loter ed.)' 35-44 (p. 42).

25.

While at the end of the 12th century the posture of a beast's head was
of not too much consequence, its stance, i.e. whether it was possant
or rampant, would have made a much more noticeable difference to
the shield design, and therefore was presumably fixed.

26.

'Itinerary', p.4l5.

ZJ.

Ambroise: 'a 10 baniere al lion' (1. 11527). For the close relationships between the Itinerary and Ambroise see The Crusade of Richard
the lionheart by Ambroise, ed. J. Lo N\onte (New York, 1976),

.
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pp.4-18; and J.G. Edwards, 'T he Itinerarium Regis Ricard; a nd
the Estoire de la Guerre Sainte' in Historical Essays in Honour of
James Tait (t-knchester, 1933), 59-77.
28.

See above, p .36 .

29.

The Kings of Leon, Bohemia and possibly Scotland, the Counts of
Flanders, Dukes of Saxony, Earls of Dunbar, Arunde l and Chester,
for example, plus a host of lesser men were all by this time using
single-lion rampant coots; compare Ambroise, 11.10995-96.

30.

~.,

ii , p.7.
In Glover 's Roll (c.1253) and Wolford's Roll
(c. 1275) the lion figures in about one coat in five, usually as the
sale or principe I charge; in the former roll no other beasts are found
Ub;d., p.IO? ).

31.

For example, Richard of Devizes, p.23; Howden, Chronica, iii.
129, G~sta, ii.191. ForthedragonstandordandtheEnglishkings
see Tatlock, 'The Dragons of Wessex and Wo les' , Speculum, viii.

32.

See above, p.62; Henry's lions may also have been guaroont but the
distinction was then considered unimportant (see p.l 03, n .29 ).

33.

for John's actions during this time see london, op. cit ., Appendix E,
pp.196-208.

34.

Howden, Chronico, iii. 247-48. It has been argued that this was not
a second coronation but rather a revival of the traditional crownwearing ceremony which had lost been observed in 1158 (see J . T.
Appleby, England W;/hout Rkhard, 1189-1199 (London, 1969), pp.
138-39, and references cited there.

35.

Howden, Chronica, iii. 241; landon, p.86.

36.

Pipe Roll 7 Richard I (PRS., new series, vi, 1929), p.XVlll i Hugh
for having aided the King of France (ibid.), and Thomas for aiding
John (Pipe Roll 6 Richard I (PRS., new series, v, 1928), p.xxi.

37.

John, however, appears to have been substantially forgiven by his
brother ;n 1195 (Lo ndon, pp.206-7).

38.

See above, p .60i both Hugh and Thomas bore their lions as passant
guardant, but this distinction would hove been unimportant (see
above, n.32).

11 2

Notes to CONC LUS ION
I.

Arthur was the posthumous son of ~offrey, Duke of Brittany, John's
deceased older brother. According to the representative principle
he was thereFore heir to the English throne; (for the casus regis see
the forthcoming work by Prof. J.e. Holt ),
No arms ore known for
Arthur.

2.

It was about this time arms were beginning to follow lands, titles and
offices in much the same way as seal devices. Thus, both the children
of Beatrice de Say and Geoffrey FitzPeter (d. 1213), Geoffrey and
William, assumed the name Mandeville, and, 0150, as earls of Essex,
readopted the quarterly arms of their distant forebear, Geoffrey de
Mandeville, 1st Earl of Essex (d. 1144), even though their own father
had used slig,tly different arms (see Wagner, 'Heraldry' in Medieval
Englond, pp . 350-51 ).

3.

They hove not always, however, retoined the premier place in the
sovereign's shield; for nearly half their life-span they took second
place behind the French fleurs de Iys.

•
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GLOSSARY of heraldic terms used in this book.
Addorsed

Placed back to b':lck.
Silver, usually represented by white.
Now usually sy nonymous with the genera I term 'heraldry';
it refers more specifically to the art and science of the
devices borne upon the shield and its accompaniments,
whereas 'hern Idry' a Iso incorporates the role of hero Ids.

Am',

Strictly the devices painted 0""1 the shield. It is now
used more loosely, as in 'the royal arms' when 'peaking of the whole achievement of crest, supporters, etc.

Azure

Blue.
A distinctive device which is never as such borne upon
Usua lly employed as a mark of O'Nnershipi
the shield.
often found on sea Is in the 12th century.

Banner

A rectangular flog of arms. During the 12th century
the he ight gradua lIy became greater than the width.

Bezanty

Powdered with gold roundels (or bezants).

Bordure

A narrow border round the edge of the fie Id.

Cadency

A system of heraldic charges, e.g. a label, placed on
the shield in order to distinguish cadet branches from
the head of their house.
The field, or charge, is coloured in sma II squares of
alternate metal and colour, like a chess-board.

Chevron

A band shaped like on inverted 'v'.

Combatant

When two creatures, especio lIy lions, are depicted
facing each other and rampant with outstretched paws
as if in combat.

CO'-lnter-changed

When the field is divided into two different tinctures
and a charge superimposed over the whole field has
the colours reversed accordingly .

Crest

The device set upon the helm (and not on the shield).

Dexter

The right of the shield-bearer, thus the left-hand side
of the shield for the viewer.

Differencing

A practice whereby on initial coot is altered (e.g. by
adding some small device) to either distinguish different
members of a family from one another, or deliberately
to reflect an associat ion within a family or group.
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Dimidiated

When two separate shields are literally cut in half and
placed side by side on a single new shield.

Field

The basic surface of the shield on which the charges are
placed.

Fleur de I~

The heraldic lily.

Gonfanon

A small lance-flag, originally with streamers from the
fly , but also applied loosely to the knight's lancepennon.

Guardant

When a creature, such as a lion, is looking full-faced
at the spectator.

Gules

Red .

Impaled

Said of two coots of arms shown in toto and side by side
on the same shield.
---

!Dbel

Consists of a narrow band across the top of the shield
with three or five tags (points) pendant from it .

Marshalling

The combination of two or more coats of arms on one
shield to indicate a marriage alliance, a union of lordships, etc.

0,

Gold. Often represented by yellow.

Passant

Walking, and always depicted side view.

Per Pale

When the shield is divided into two halves do....m the
centre.

Pile

A wedge-shaped figure normally issuing from the top of
the shield.

Quarterly

When the shield is divided into four quarters .

Ram~nt

Said of a lion when standing erect in an attitude of attack
with three paws raised.

Sable

Black.

Seiant

Sitting .

Semy

Of the field when strewn with an indefinite number of
some sma II charge .

Sinister

The left of the shield-bearer, thus the right-hand side
of the shield for the viewer .

Statant

Standing, with a II four feet on the gound.

Vert

Green.
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Chapter 5
RICHARD I : 11 89-1199

The King of England, that most fearful lion was
aroused ... and roared horribly, burning with a
fa ge worthy of such a beast .

The Chronicle of Richard of Devizes
of the Time of Richard I
Richard the lionheart, who succeeded to his father's vast territories in July 1189, used two shield devices. 1 Not surprisingly they both
consisted of a lion or lions. Between his accession and at least 1195 Richard
bore a single lion rampant, and for the remainder of his life until 1199 he bore
the distinctive coot wh ich has ever since remained the roya l arms of England
and still today holds premier place in the sovereign's shield - Gules, three
lions plssant guarclant or. 2 Richard was thus the first English monarch to use
this particular coot. Both his shield devices are depicted on his equestrian
great seals (figs. l? and 18),3 which hence supply the dotes, though there is
olso other evidence that he was clearly associated with these 'arms'. 4

Fig. 17

First great seal of Richard J( 1189- 1198),

64

unconnected men was their bond of association and friendship with the person
of this one great King. 71 It is therefore extremely likely that this particular
shield was a very reo I reflection of the one common link between all these men,
namely, Henry II.
If he had used this coat, then the fact that aU these men
were his close associates would have been reason enough either for him to have
bestowed upon them arms very similar to h is own as a sign of honour, or for
each of them to have deliberately adopted some version of the royo I orms
(regardless of whoever knighted them) as a mark of identifying themselves
with their friend and royal master.
It is possible then that Henry used the Angevin coot, a single lion,
or the two lions passant; certainly he was using arms of some sort in T187 .
During his reign heraldry was still vet. much at a tender age, and there were
no strict rules regarding its practice . 2 A man could change his shield device
at will; such a move would not have appeared strange or irregular. It was
only towards the end of the reign that heralds of arms appeared, and initially
their task was the rec~nition rather than the systemisation and classification
of armorial bearings'?
It may be that at one or two points in his lifetime
Henry decided to change his shield device. At least three of his own sons,
Richard, John, and their half-brother, William longespee Earl of Salisbury,
at some point discarded their old shields and adopted new ones. 74 William
Marshal originally used the coot of his feudal overlord, but later, when he
himself received lands and offices, adopted arms which soon became identified
with his own family. Ranulph, Earl of Chester (1181-1232), exchanged his
lion ramP9nt shield for the three wheat-sheaves that are still the arms of that
Earldom. 75 There are numerous other examples of men changing their arms,
especially from the more armorial thirteenth century. 76 That Henry II used
two or three different arms in turn would not, therefore, hove been surprisingi
neither he nor his son Richard are the only English monarchs ever to have done
so.n
It is also lossible that Henry may have used these three different
coats concurrently. 7
Again, there would hove been nothing unusual in this,
especially if the various arms reflected several offices, such as the gold lions
rampant on blue for the Count of Anjou. 79 Even today the monarch and
Prince of Wales are both entitled to a number of entirely different coats of
arms reflecting their various titles, though both are, of course, norma lIy associated with some form of the arms of the United Kingdom. Often during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries a feudal overlord would carry a bonner charged
with an entirely different device from that of his shield. 80 A famous example
is that of the De N\ontfort knight in the stained-gloss window at Chartres. 8T
Moreover, Matthew Paris obviously did not find it unusual to attribute three
different arms to Harold II of England, and more than one coot each to Haakon
IV, King of Norway, Philip Augustus, and the Saxon Kings Offa and Edmund
Ironside. 82 Perhaps in his multifarious rale as King of England, Duke of
Normandy and Aquitaine and Count of Anjou, Henry likewise bore several
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included Malcolm, King of Scotland (1153-1165)42 and his brother, David
Earl of Huntingdon (d.1219), 43 Stephen I S son William Count of Boulogne and
Mortain,44 two of his own sons, Geoffrey Duke of Bri ttany 45 and John, 46
and of course the Count of St Pol. 47 Furthermore, the problem would hove
been exacerbated in the following century when there arose the fashion of
mass investitures, in which the king, amid much splendour, knighted sometimes
more than fifty young men all on the same occasion. 48
Had all these young men even adapted the arms of their king, then
there would have been little honour left in the bestowal of such a prize. As
we knOW', Robert's son, Waleran, used a checky shield; David, Earl of
Huntingdon, probably used a shield charged with three piles. 49 Moreover,
it would have been strange if, for example, Stephen and his opponent
Geoffrey, Iv\oud's husband, both knighted by Henry I, used the some arms.
Another curious feature would have arisen from the fact that Henry I knighted
David, K1<r of Scotland, David in his turn knighted Duke Henry later king of
England,
and Henry as king of England in his turn knighted IVIolcolm, King
of Scotland. Whose arms would have been adopted by whom? Furthermore,
there certainly would have been little thlt was hereditary about such coats.
Again, hod the practice of adopting one's patron's arms been
widespread, it might be expected that those using identical or similar arms
were kni#ted by a common patron. Thus, it has been suggested that since
John and the Count of St Pol were using the same arms and it is known that
their common patron was Henry II, he too must have used these arms. However,
there does not appear to be any evidence that Gervase Paynell, for example,
who 'WOs using this shield in 1187, was also knighted by Henry II. 51 Nor does
there appear to be any evidence that Bernard IV Count of St Wa lery, Warin
FitzGerold, and Henry Count Palatine of the Rhine, who all used this coot,
were knighted by Henry. Nevertheless, in spite of this, it was no accident
that these particular men, including John and the Count of St Pol, used the
two lions passant shie ld (though presumably with different colours); for all
were close associates of Henry II.
Gervase Paynell 'WOs baron and lord of Dudley Castle, and in the
civil 'WOr supported Henry's mother against Stephen. 52 Despite a brief lapse
when he joined the Young King's rebellion in 1173, Gervase continually enjoyed the King's favour, and in September 1189 he attended the coronation of
Henry's son, Richard.
He died in about 1194 53 when his estates and coot of
arms passed through his sister and heiress, t-Iowise, to the $omery family. 54
Two other close friends of Henry II were Regina Id II and h is son
Bernard IV (the alder), both Counts of St Wa lery. 55 The former was for a
time one of Henry's stewards before his accession in 1154, and during his
reign 'WOs also his .Lsticiar for all of Normand~._ 56 His arms are not known,
but his counterseal device was a lion possont. 57 In either 1166 or 1167
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The two men whom Henry kn i ghted and who ore supposed to have
subsequently adopted their patron's arms are John, fifth son of Henry II, 27 and
Hugh IV, Count of St Pol (d. l20S). 28 (That John was using lions passont (see
fig.16) and Henry is supposed to have used lions passant guardant is of little
significance in these early days of heraldry.} C;

Fig. 16

Seal of John, Lord of Ireland Count of
Mortain O/85- J/ 99J.

However, as in the case of Henry I and Geoffrey of Anjou, the
subsequent use of a particular shield by a newly-dubbed knight does not
necessarily prove that the patron-in-chivalry who knighted him was using
those precise arms. The practice of ad,tin g the patron's arms may not have
been as widespread as wos once thought. 0 It is more likel y that, since both
John and the Count of St Pol had been knighted by the king of England, both
very naturally wished to express their association with the crown by adopting
or adapting his shield device; the two lions coot, if it were the arms of Henry II,
wou ld obviously have been a prestigious shield to reflect in one's own arms. Or
it may be that Henry 1/ deliberately bestowed upon these two youn~men a version
of his own shield as a sign of honour or perhaps personal affection. 1 In 1185
when he was knighted (after which date he used an armorial seal), John was in
high favour with his father. It was hoped that he would soon be king of Ireland
(though th is never came to pass), and in Ju Iy 1187, a couple of years later I it
was proposed that he should hold all his father's continenta I estates except
Normandy which wou ld remain with England as the heritage of his intransigent
older brother, Richard. 32 The Count of St Poll when he was knighted by the
King in 1179, was also in Henry's good books. According to the English
Exchequer account for Michaelmas 1179, the King pardoned Hugh from a debt
of 11 , marcs - not an enormous suml but a pardon a II the some. 33 Both John
and Hugh therefore had good reason to reflect in their own arms those of the
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